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A very warm welcome to the inaugural 

issue of Bounce, Cayman’s first lifestyle 

magazine dedicated to inspiring its 

readers to live their best life yet.

During the past year, the team at 

Pink Duck Publishing, the publishing 

company behind Bounce magazine 

and numerous other luxurious print 

and digital titles, have been busy 

planning, researching, reviewing, 

testing, interviewing, and more, to 

bring you this jam-packed first issue.

You’ll find this magazine’s pages 

filled with informative and inspiring 

articles to help you feel and look your 

best, whether it’s getting your game on, 

or finding a little moment of peace and 

tranquility amidst busy day-to-day lives. 

From Cayman’s best spa treatments 

and top tips to help you get in shape, 

to healthy recipes and must-have 

products, you’ll find it all inside. 

We all feel less stressed and anxious 

when we take a moment from our busy 

schedules to find time for a little bit 

of self-love and self-care. We hope that 

Bounce inspires you to do just that.

So, what are you waiting for? Delve 

inside and start living your best life 

yet! Go on – you deserve it. 

Healthy regards,
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Internal Skincare 
Supplements, by Murad
A healthy and nutritious diet 

can help ensure your skin stays 

looking its best, but sometimes 

a little help is needed. Murad 

Internal Skincare Supplements 

are designed to support the overall health of the skin 

from the inside out and are the ideal way to give your 

skin health a boost. We love the Pure Skin Clarifying 

Dietary Supplements which provide the nutrients 

needed to help promote healthier-looking skin. 

Available at Le Visage

To-Go Coffee/Tea Cup, by Gosili
At Bounce we love products that are eco-friendly. Our 

motto is if you can’t reuse it, refuse it! This reusable 

silicone cup is ideal for coffee and tea on the go. Made 

from 100 percent European grade silicone, Gosili’s 

cups are the ideal alternative to throw-away ones. 

Available at the National Trust Nature Store

Booster Shots, by REVIV
For the ultimate pick me-up head on down to REVIV 

for a booster shot. On offer are four different vitamin 

and nutrient injections designed to help you meet your 

fitness and wellness goals. During busy work periods, 

the team at Bounce love the Vitamin B12 shot for a 

pure boost of energy to help us power through the day. 

Available at REVIV Cayman

Coccoloba Candle, by Ted Green Fragrances
The team at Bounce are filling their homes (and 

office) with the tropical scents of the Caribbean, 

courtesy of Ted Green Fragrances’ new line of 

deliciously scented candles. Made from a 100 

percent soy blend, there are three different scented 

candles to choose from – Belly Full, Coccoloba, 

and Seven Mile Sunrise. Each nine-ounce candle 

is hand poured and offers 80 hours of burn time. 

Available at local retailers, including Silhouette and 

Spa at Seafire

Yoga Mat, by Vagabond 
Add a pop of colour to your yoga practice with 

Vagabond’s range of colourful yoga mats. The 

symmetrical design helps ensure perfect 

body alignment, with hand and foot 

placement markers cleverly built into 

each image. For extra comfort in high tension 

positions, the mats feature a non-slip pillow 

texture. Sustainably printed using non-toxic, solvent-

free UV cured inks. Available in a wide range of designs. 

Available at Activ Angels

Leather and Agate Cuff,  by Isy B.
Cheer up your day and add a pop of colour to any outfit 

with these stunning cuffs by local fashion designer Isy B. 

The crystal formation in each stone is unique ensuring 

your cuff is as individual as you are. Each semi-precious 

stone is handpicked for its beauty and character, then 

colour matched to a hand-dyed leather strap.

Available at local retailers, including Sand Angels and The 

Ritz-Carlton, Grand Cayman

Collagen Drink, by Skinade
Drink your way to healthy skin with 

Skinade, an award-winning natural 

peach and mangosteen flavorued 

anti-ageing collagen drink which 

helps boost your body’s natural 

production of collagen and 

hyaluronic acid. Developed by 

leading U.K. based scientists, 

Skinade can help improve 

the way your skin looks and 

feels in as little as 30 days.

Available at White Swan Aesthetics 

craving
By Joanna Lewis 

we are
Products
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Yoga At Home: 
Inspiration for Creating 
Your Own Home Practice
Linda Sparrowe

According to author 

Linda Sparrowe you have 

everything you need to create 

your own enriching yoga 

practice right in your home. 

This inspirational volume collects the words of various 

yogis on their individual routines and the benefits of 

home practice, and also includes introductory sections 

on finding space, overcoming the challenges posed by 

a home environment, and defining your practice. 

The Heart of Yoga: 
Developing a 
Personal Practice
T. K. V. Desikachar

In this step-by-step guide, 

T. K. V. Desikachar, son and 

disciple of the reported father 

of modern yoga Tirumalai 

Krishnamacharya, presents the knowledge you need 

to discover your own unique yoga practice.  Providing 

a comprehensive overview of yoga, its traditions and 

philosophy, and instructions on how to achieve real 

results, this is the quintessential handbook for beginners.

Every Body Yoga: 
Let Go of Fear, Get On 
the Mat, Love Your Body
Jessamyn Stanley

Yoga is for people of all shapes 

and sizes, and this book is no 

exception. In the form of an 

engaging personal account 

that refuses to shy away from 

the touchier issues, internationally recognised yoga 

teacher Jessamyn Stanley balances instruction on basic 

poses with deeper topics like body acceptance, beauty, 

and personal security in the classroom.  

Wherever You Go, 
There You Are: 
Mindfulness Meditation 
in Everyday Life
Jon Kabat-Zinn  

Mindfulness isn’t merely 

an activity – it’s a way of 

life. In this inspiring guide, 

Jon Kabat-Zinn explains 

the fundamental thought 

processes and virtues that 

can bring a clearer and deeper level of emotional and 

intellectual engagement with the present moment, 

non-judgmental understanding, and inner peace – 

wherever you go.

The Four Agreements: 
A Practical Guide to 
Personal Freedom 
(A Toltec Wisdom Book)
Don Miguel Ruiz

Ancient wisdom is your key to 

escaping the bonds of self-

limiting beliefs. Shamanic 

teacher Don Miguel Ruiz 

passes down the knowledge 

of his Toltec ancestors, summarised in four simple 

agreements; be impeccable with your word; don’t take 

anything personally; don’t make assumptions; and 

always do your best. Featured on the Oprah television 

show and appearing on The New York Times bestseller 

list for more than eight years, this book will help set 

your mind free.

All books available 
at Books & Books, Camana Bay

Books to help you 
find inner peace

The team at Bounce has rounded up some of the best books 
on Zen, meditation, yoga, and more to help you relax and 
find a little bit of calm. Written by some of the foremost 

professionals in their respective fields, they hold knowledge 
and wisdom for beginners and advanced alike.
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W     hether you like to colour inside or 

outside the lines, colouring is the 

latest way to relax and de-stress. 

Indeed, colouring books are no longer just for kids, 

with a plethora of books hitting the market in recent 

years specifically designed for adults.

Forget those freebie colouring sheets handed out 

at restaurants, designed to keep little ones amused. 

Colouring books for adults are filled with stunningly 

intricate designs, which when completed are works of art. 

And, just like art therapy, adult colouring has many 

reported benefits, including helping to reduce stress 

and anxiety.

Now, self-confessed colouring addict Kristi Anderson 

has developed a Cayman-inspired colouring book, 

Colour Me Cayman, aimed at stressed-out professionals, 

residents, and visitors who are looking for a way to 

escape busy day-to-day lives and find a little Zen.  

“I love adult colouring because it is one of the most 

relaxing past times I have ever come across,” Kristi 

says. “Colouring and bringing to life a page or a recent 

doodle lights up my soul. Putting colour into a drawing 

truly allows me to relax and come out of my busy mind 

for a few hours.”

Relax and explore your inner 
artist with Colour Me Cayman, 
an island-inspired colouring book 
for young at heart adults.

By Joanna Lewis
Photos by Janet Jarchow

colouringTHE ZEN OF 

12
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Colour Me Cayman is available at Books & Books, 

Camana Bay, and at the National Trust for the Cayman 

Islands store, South Church Street. For printable artworks, 

inspiration, and more, log on to prettydarncreative.com

The colouring 
pages are designed 
to help encourage 
mindfulness and 
relaxation through 
creative expression.

Developing a talent
Kristi’s artistic side was sparked when she was at 

primary school and was tasked with drawing the ship 

depicted on Cayman’s 25 cent coin. 

“Once I completed that task the rush that I felt was 

too exciting to ignore,” Kristi enthuses. 

“Although I did not attend art school, my passion for 

art has always remained and Pretty Darn Creative is 

my way of expressing my passion for art and a way to 

continue to develop my style. It is also a place to bring 

my art to life and give people a way to interact and 

enjoy it, even if it is just a colouring page.”

For those hesitant about how to start their own 

colouring journey, Kristi advises that there is no right 

or wrong way to colour. 

“Adult colouring is a hobby with a low barrier to 

entry, without the need for fancy equipment other 

than a few colouring pages and some pencils, pens, or 

markers,” Kristi explains.

“There is absolutely no pressure in colouring. It is 

an expression of yourself. Colouring occurs at every 

level in our life. It starts when we are young, with those 

amazing wax crayons, and moves into being a form of 

stress relief and a creative outlet as we get older.”

Kristi adds: “Mostly, I love that adult colouring 

forgives imperfections with no one being the wiser. 

The benefits outweigh the fear you may be feeling in 

terms of your level of colouring.”

Colour Me Cayman 

Kristi was inspired to create the 27-page colouring 

book while she was establishing her online art blog, 

Pretty Darn Creative, in 2017. The website is filled with 

intricate island-themed designs for art enthusiasts to 

download and colour in, alongside completed artworks 

for inspiration.

“The colouring pages are designed to help 

encourage mindfulness and relaxation through 

creative expression,” Kristi explains. “They aim to help 

people relax, explore their inner artist, and gain some 

appreciation for our little island in the sun.”

Born and raised in Cayman, Kristi explains that the 

idea for Pretty Darn Creative came about while she 

was in-between jobs.

“I was really drawn to the idea of being my own 

boss,” Kristi says. “I have been drawing for my entire life 

and creating is a big part of me, so combining these 

two passions seemed like a dream come true.”

Following some market research Kristi discovered that 

there was no one in Cayman providing Cayman themed 

colourables, and so Pretty Darn Creative was born.

Developing the Colour Me Cayman book took Kristi 

some four months, including sketching, outlining, and 

deciding what images to include. 

The book is filled with outlines, all done by hand, 

of historical Cayman homes, local flora and fauna, 

and popular tourist attractions. All that is needed is a 

dash of colour to be added by art enthusiasts to create 

stunning one-off works of art.  

“The fun for me is in the intricate details and the 

familiar sights from around the island that I use in all 

my drawings,” Kristi says. “I am a very visual person and 

Cayman is such a great source for my inspiration. I do 

my best to try and craft images that invite you to slow 

down and enjoy the art piece.”

One of Kristi’s favourite images is on the front page 

of the book, a depiction of the old wattle and daub 

home located at the Queen Elizabeth II Botanic Park. 

On her blog Kristi also posts monthly colourful 

calendars which depict a local event. She shares these 

with her online followers for inspiration, as well as 

printable “to do” lists and grocery lists. 

“These printables are great for people who are 

not all the way into the adult colouring hobby but 

like to meddle with a highlighter or two while sitting 

and constructing lists of daily items that need to be 

accomplished,” Kristi explains.
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By Stellerie Noyons
Imagine separating the most powerful healing 

compounds of a plant and distilling them into one 

single drop. The buzz around essential oils is not 

unfounded nor is it a new concept. For more than 

5,000 years, cultures from all over the world have used 

these healing plant oils to improve physical, mental, 

and emotional health. 

Essential oils, or aromatic oils, are naturally 

occurring organic substances derived directly from 

the bark, flower, root, leaf, or seed of a plant. They are 

extracted through a process of distillation whereby 

the oils are separated from the plants using steam. 

The result is a highly concentrated essential oil which, 

depending on its source, can be used for relaxation, 

beauty care, home cleaning, or healing. 

“Essential oils have amazing health-promoting 

properties and are a great addition to your wellness 

regime,” Tracy Mulvihill, founder of Oils for Purpose, says. 
Tracy founded Oils for Purpose with the hope 

of creating a like-minded community that inspires 

wellness with a core purpose of giving. The Oils for 

Purpose Facebook page is regularly updated with 

information on the many different benefits of essential 

oils. Classes are held periodically covering a wide 

range of topics, providing a great way to meet other 

members of the essential oils community. 

“Oils are made up of combinations of chemical 

constituents, which can have an incredibly therapeutic 

benefit to the body,” Tracy explains. “Each essential oil 

can contain hundreds of different chemical compounds 

and is highly concentrated.”

Tracy says that the most popular way to use oils 

is through inhalation, while some oils can also be 

applied topically. She says that you can also digest 

select oils, including Young Living’s Vitality Extracts 

range, Tracy’s favoured brand of oils. 

There are dozens of different essential oils available, 

each with unique therapeutic benefits. Tracy suggests 

that instead of focusing on one single oil versus the 

other, evaluate which areas of your life could use the 

benefits of essential oils, then decide which oils will 

meet your needs best. 

“Essential oils, or aromatic 
oils, are naturally occurring 
organic substances derived 
directly from the bark, flower, 
root, leaf, or seed of a plant.”

Harnessing the healing 
power of essential oils



Give your beauty routine 
a therapeutic boost with 
these recipes, courtesy of 
Tracy Mulvihill.

Face toner

Ingredients
2 ounces witch hazel

1/2 teaspoon vitamin E oil

6 drops frankincense

3 drops cypress

3 drops geranium

Directions
Fill a 2-ounce bottle 1/4-inch from the top with the 

witch hazel. Add the vitamin E oil and essential oils. 

Use a.m. and p.m. after cleansing your skin and before 

applying moistuirser. Shake well before use.

Facial cleanser 

Ingredients
1/2 cup unscented castile soap

1 cup distilled water

2 tablespoons jojoba oil or sweet almond oil

15 drops lavender essential oil

15 drops frankincense essential oil

Directions
Combine all ingredients into a 16-ounce jar and mix. 

Use a.m. and p.m. to help keep your skin squeaky clean. 

Inspire a positive emotional state
Essential oils can directly access and affect the brain’s 

emotional and memory centre. Try a few drops of 

peppermint in a diffuser to boost energy and improve 

focus in the morning, while later in the day switch over 

to lavender to help with relaxation and soothing. Pour 

a drop or two of eucalyptus into your hand and cup 

over your nose for a hit that will invigorate and purify 

your body, or simply sniff from a bottle of rosemary to 

enhance brain function while studying or working. 

Refine your beauty routine
Incorporating essential oils into your skincare regime 

will help rejuvenate and improve tone and elasticity 

of your skin. Lavender is a good option for skincare 

as it is nourishing and calming before bed, while tea 

tree oil is great for breakouts due to its natural anti-

bacterial properties. Rose can be used for reducing 

skin inflammation, frankincense helps reduce age 

spots, and cypress improves circulation and enhances 

confidence. Simply start by adding a couple of drops to 

your moisturiser. 

Purify your home
Lately, there has been an increased awareness of the 

ingredients present in the products we use not only 

on ourselves but in our homes. Take something as 

simple as bug spray. Where most people turn to highly 

toxic chemical sprays like DEET, there is an all-natural 

repellent option available using essential oils such 

as lemongrass, citronella, peppermint, and clove. It 

may also be helpful to keep a stock of essential oils 

on hand as a natural first aid kit, as many oils have 

healing properties for stings, sunburns, muscle pains 

or even headaches. 

Enhance your physical wellness
Most essential oils are safe for ingestion. Ginger helps 

reduce inflammation and relieve nausea, while the 

powerful anti-microbial properties of oregano are 

helpful in kicking a cold. 

Tracy recommends Thieves oil by Young Living for 

overall immune support. This oil features a blend 

of clove, lemon, cinnamon, eucalyptus radiata, and 

rosemary. This is an option for anyone needing support 

during sickness and Tracy recommends taking it daily 

to prevent sickness altogether.

Another great blend recommended by Tracy is Young 

Living’s Digize essential oil, which combines 

tarragon, ginger, peppermint, juniper, 

lemongrass, anise, and patchouli 

oils. Tracey says simply rubbing this 

unique oil onto your stomach after 

eating may help with digestion of 

food and reduce bloating. 

“Essential oils have amazing 
health promoting properties 
and are a great addition to 
your wellness regime.” 
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REVIV’s signature booster shot, Slimboost raises metabolism and burns fat. Containing a proprietary blend 

of B12, B complex, Methionine, Inositol and Choline (MIC), Slimboost stimulates higher metabolism* and fat 

burning to assist in your weight loss goals.

WORKOUTS   |   WEIGHT LOSS   |   JET-LAG   |   REHYDRATION 
POST-CHAMPAGNE BRUNCHES   |   R E V I V

Grand Pavilion Commercial Centre 
802 West Bay Road
Grand Cayman  

+ 1 (345) 743 5600 
revivme.com/grand-cayman

REVIVcayman        @revivcayman      

Vitamin B12  
Pure Energy 
Booster Shot

Slimboost® 
Metabolic Weight 
Loss Booster Shot

Glutathione 
Wellness 

Booster Shot

CoQ10+ 
Power Fitness
Booster Shot

VOUCHER   |   10% OFF ALL IV TREATMENTS & BOOSTER SHOTS

FOR BOUNCE READERS    |   QUOTE ‘BOUNCE’ AT BOOKING

Visit www.bounce.ky for terms & conditions.

Best For:
• Stimulating Fat Burning

• Assisting Weight Loss Goals

• Natural Energy Boost

Benefits:
• Detoxifies the Body 

• Augments Red Blood Cell Production

• Helps Regulate Sleep, Mood and Appetite Cycles

• Boosts Immune System

• Enhances Metabolism to Promote Natural Weight Loss 

REVIV is the leading 
global wellness provider 
of signature IV nutrient 
therapies and booster shots.
REVIV’s proprietary IV infusion therapies target a variety of 
wellness needs by replenishing hydration, aiding recovery from 
illness or jet lag, restoring vitamin & nutrient levels, refreshing cosmetic 
appearance and revitalizing your overall well being.

BOOK NOW. CALL +1 (345) 743 5600
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By Joanna Lewis
Pudgy arms stretch up high to the ceiling before folding 

over to reach little toes. Tiny bodies wriggle their way into 

downward dog pose before leaping up into a standing 

position. They may not be able to talk yet, but these little 

ones are starting to master some simple yoga moves.

I’m at Yoga Sprouts Cayman, a company that offers 

yoga classes aimed at little ones from three months to 

eight years. Regular classes are held in a dedicated stu-

dio space in Industrial Park, George Town, in addition to 

a wide range of mobile classes, including for birthday 

parties and special events.

I’ve brought my 15-month old daughter Ella to join in 

the fun at Tots Yoga, a class designed for those aged one 

to two-and-a-half years old. At this age the focus is more 

about having fun and socialising with other little ones 

than pure yoga. 

The sessions combine a heady mix of play, yoga, music, 

and movement, all designed to help the development of 

cognitive, emotional, and physical wellbeing.

Sarah Burton leads the classes at Yoga Sprouts and 

is a passionate believer in the benefits that yoga offers 

little ones. 
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Here at Bounce we love 
these simple yoga principles 

which form the bases of 
Yoga Sprouts. 

Practice peace
Surround yourself with love and kindness. 

Be gentle and peaceful in your thoughts 

and actions, be respective, show kindness, 

and do not harm anyone or anything.

Be honest
Be truthful in your actions, thoughts, 

and speech.

Be generous
Be generous and share. 

Don’t take what isn’t yours.

Be clean
Take care of yourself, your body, 

and your mind. Take care of your 

surroundings too.

Work hard
Be disciplined and always try your best. 

Establish good habits, finish what you 

start, and never give up.

Be content
Be content with yourself. Take time to 

celebrate your uniqueness and maintain 

a positive outlook. Have an internal sense 

of peacefulness and be sure to practice 

gratefulness.

Have alone time
Be reflective. Spend time with yourself 

and get to know yourself. 

Find time to be still.

Sarah says that children of all ages are often drawn 

to certain aspects in each class.

“Some children really connect with the breathing 

exercises that we incorporate into every class,” she 

explains. “Taking deep breaths is one of the most ef-

fective ways to self-regulate emotions. Other children 

love the more energetic components of the class, such 

as jumping, twisting, and of course, yoga poses.” 

She adds: “With our Peace Baby and Tot classes, the 

children really enjoy spending uninterrupted quality 

time with their parents and caregivers, having so much 

fun and ending with a terrific head-to-toe relaxation. 

Overall, however, I think what children enjoy most is 

the opportunity to slow down in their day and be given 

the opportunity to feel what it’s like to be who they are 

as individuals, from the inside out.” 

As the class wraps up Sarah 

dims the lights and encourages 

everyone to stretch out and relax 

on one of the yoga mats. It’s no 

surprise given the age group that 

there is little relaxation going on, 

except among the adults who are 

only too happy to enjoy a moment 

of calm before busy day-to-day 

lives resume.

To find out more about Yoga Sprouts 

visit yogasproutscayman.com

Sarah describes little ones as “natural yogis.”

“If you’ve ever watched a sleeping newborn’s belly 

and chest rise and fall with their inhales and exhales, 

you’ve experienced just how full, deep, and even their 

breaths are,” Sarah says. “Toddlers naturally find their 

way into so many experimental yoga poses through-

out their days as they learn to navigate the use of their 

growing bodies. Our classes support these natural pro-

cesses, which often tend to taper as children age.”

Ella’s a little shy at first, but it isn’t long 

before she is swept up in the fun and 

starts bopping along to the nurs-

ery rhymes that encourage little 

ones to bend, twist, and stretch 

their bodies into adapted yoga 

poses. I gently encourage her 

to follow the movements that 

Sarah enthusiastically per-

forms, and Ella starts to mimic 

the rest of the class.

Half way through the class there is a free play time 

session and Sarah brings out a range of fun items for 

everyone to play with, from yoga blocks to tunnels to 

climb through and explore. Ella seems more interest-

ed in examining her reflection in the floor-to-ceiling 

mirrors that line the studio, but it doesn’t matter; this 

class is all about having fun.

A certified yoga and elementary teacher Sarah has 

more than 15 years’ experience working with children 

of all ages in both traditional and Montessori classroom 

settings, as well as in environmental educational 

programmes. 

A full-time children’s yoga instructor, Sarah currently 

teaches some 20 classes a week, with her schedule 

including six different schools.

“The benefits of yoga for children are so far reaching, 

both for bodies and minds,” Sarah explains. “I receive 

feedback from families nearly every day about how their 

children are incorporating yoga into their daily lives. 

“Physically, Yoga Sprouts classes support the 

development of children’s strength, flexibility, gross 

and fine motor coordination, and balance. We also 

emphasise supporting the development of rapidly 

developing sensory systems, which include not only 

sight, touch, smell, and hearing, but also the vestibular 

and proprioceptive system, which involve spatial 

awareness and body positioning in space. Our classes 

also support the development of compassion, empathy, 

and self-esteem.”

I think what children enjoy 
most is the opportunity to slow 

down in their day and be given the 
opportunity to feel what it is like 
to be who they are as individuals, 

from the inside out, 
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By Joanna Lewis 
Worn out by the stresses of day-to-day life? Then head 

to Botanika Union, the Grand Cayman Marriott Beach 

Resort’s newly opened spa.  

Tucked away in the resort’s lobby the spa offers 

wellness lovers a host of healing treatments, including 

rejuvenating skin-loving facials, relaxing massages, 

and cleansing body treatments alongside manicures 

and pedicures, all of which are designed to leave you 

looking and feeling your best.  

There’s also a fabulous retail space offering a 

range of all-natural skincare and wellbeing products, 

including incense, candles, tinctures, healing teas, 

natural elixirs, and herbal tonics. There’s even locally-

made kombucha on tap from Jessie’s Juice Bar. 

Laura Skec, director of sales and marketing, 

says that the aim of Botanika Union is to create a 

nourishing space that goes beyond offering guests a 

one-off indulgence, but instead features a changing 

programme of holistic treatments and therapies that 

can be enjoyed on a monthly or even weekly basis. 

“The dream is to create an ‘Art of Living’ routine,” 

Laura says. “Botanika Union recognises the power of 

rituals creating abundance, vitality, goodness, and 

balance in everyday life. What we offer – botanical 

therapies and soul nourishing activities – is our unique 

vision of a spa experience that is not offered anywhere 

else in Cayman.”

Step into this calming space and you are instantly 

whisked away from the stresses of day-to-day life. 

“Botanika Union 
recognises the power 
of rituals creating 
abundance, vitality, 
goodness, and balance 
in everyday life.”

Featuring a clean, minimalist look, the spa’s décor 

is designed around relaxation, showcasing clean 

lines and a palette of neutral, earth-coloured tones, 

all peppered with green foliage and inspirational 

handmade pieces of art. 

“The ambiance is authentic, relaxed, approachable, 

casual, and flexible,” Laura explains. “The aim is to 

generate an environment that is part of a community’s 

weekly routine. At Botanika Union, we want to inspire 

guests to create daily rituals that will help enrich 

every component of their life – physically, mentally, 

emotionally, and spiritually.” 

She adds: “The aim is for our guests to walk away 

from their experience with us feeling like the best 

version of themselves.”

spa ahh T I M E  T O 

Botanika Union offers holistic therapies 

to nourish mind, body, and soul
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A natural approach
Botanika Union favours a natural approach to skincare, 

opting to harness the healing power of Mother Nature. 

The spa uses Naturopathica’s range of skincare 

products in many of its treatments. 

The American skincare brand was founded by 

herbalist, aromatherapist, and skincare-pro Barbara 

Close in 1995 and has grown into one of the 

most popular skincare brands with natural beauty 

enthusiasts.  

Naturopathica aims to take a holistic approach to 

health and beauty, seeking the source of imbalance 

rather than the symptom – something which is 

reflected across Botanika Union’s treatments. 

“Botanika Union is proud to be collaborating with 

Naturopathica, who are highly respected in the beauty 

community and are one of the leading providers of 

organic skincare products,” Laura explains. 

“Naturopathica is a company whose philosophy is 

inspired by herbalism and beauty rooted in wellness. 

They believe in the power of plants and are committed 

to clean and sustainable ingredients,” she adds.

“Featuring a clean, 
minimalist look, the spa’s 
décor is designed around 
relaxation, showcasing 
clean lines and a palette 
of neutral, earth-coloured 
tones, all peppered 
with green foliage and 
inspirational handmade 
pieces of art.” 
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My experience
Shortly after Botanika Union opened I was invited 

to try one of the spa’s signature treatments – the 

deliciously sounding Holistic Manuka Honey Facial. 

This wonderful two-hour treatment is customised 

to individual skincare needs and includes detoxifying 

lymphatic brushing, relaxing aromatherapy, and 

massage, all coupled with targeted active ingredients 

from plant stem-cells to peptides. 

Balancing a full-time job in addition to a 

rambunctious toddler, the treatment was just the ticket 

to help me find my inner calm and relax. Indeed, as I 

stepped into the calming interior of Botanika Union I 

instantly started to feel a sense of calm wash over me. 

I was met by therapist Claudie and I instantly 

felt in safe hands. Claudie exudes the philosophy 

of Botanika Union. She radiates vitality and her skin 

looks lit from within.

Claudie kicked-off the treatment with a skincare 

questionnaire, designed to ascertain my skin 

personality. Stressed out and exhausted would be 

my words. Claudie kindly explained that my skin is 

simply dehydrated and needs a little tender 

loving care. 

There’re so many wonderful steps to 

the Holistic Manuka Honey Facial it 

was hard to keep track, especially 

as its soporific effects started to 

kick-in. Indeed, I could have easily 

nodded-off for a few hours of 

blissful sleep. However, to summarise the treatment, 

it included cleansing, exfoliation, facial massage, 

extractions (if needed), a treatment mask, along with 

a gentle enzyme or glycolic peel. 

Post treatment I felt like my complexion’s dreams 

had come true. My skin was positively glowing and I 

truly felt ready to face the day.  

Following the treatment, I headed to the spa’s 

relaxation room. Claudie brought me some herbal tea 

and gave me a list of recommended skincare products 

to help keep my skin in tip top condition at home.

All too soon though it was time to face the rest of 

the day. Armed with a range of skincare and wellbeing 

products from the spa’s retail space I made a promise 

to carve out just a few moments to myself each day 

so as I can enjoy a little slice of Botanika Union’s 

restorative powers at home. 

Visit marriott.com, or call 

Botanika Union direct on 

(345) 949-6443.

Therapist Claudie 
exudes the philosophy 
of Botanika Union. She 
radiates vitality and her 
skin looks lit from within.
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Le Phyto Rouge Lipstick, by Sisley
Pucker up with Sisley’s luxurious Le Phyto Rouge 

lipstick, featuring an ultra-silky texture and plumping 

hyaluronic acid. Housed in a stunning eye-catching 

zebra-striped magnetic gold case it is available in 20 

radiant shades, from natural nudes to vibrant reds, 

ensuring a shade for every occasion.

Available at Kirk Freeport La Perfumerie

Sugar Kiss Extraordinarily Whipped 
Sugar Scrub, by Lalicious
Ensure kissable baby soft skin with this delectable 

whipped sugar scrub by Lalicious. The pure sugar cane 

crystals gently slough away dry skin cells to reveal 

a youthful and even skin tone, while cold-pressed 

coconut and sweet almond oils nourish and deeply 

moisturise skin. 

Available at Le Visage

InnerGlow CheekPowder, by Shiseido 
Add a healthy-looking flush of colour to cheeks with 

this luxurious blush and highlighter hybrid by Shiseido. 

The unique cream-powder formula ensures long-lasting 

colour of up to eight hours, while the featherweight, 

light-reflecting formula delivers an instant illuminating 

flush or a subtle contour without streaking. 

Available at  Kirk Freeport

La Perfumerie

Gen Nude Eyeshadow Palette, by bareMinerals
The Gen Nude collection by bareMinerals features a 

selection of nude colour palettes for every skin tone. 

Each palette is filled with shimmering metallics and 

lustworthy mattes, making it effortless to create an 

eye look for every occasion. 

Available at Kirk Freeport La Perfumerie

Blemish Rescue Skin-Clearing Loose Powder 
Foundation, by bareMinerals
Formulated with salicylic acid to quickly resolve 

breakouts, plus oat protein to soothe and nourish skin, 

this miracle-worker calms, clears, and covers blemishes 

and imperfections effortlessly. Mineral pigments help 

ensure a breathable and buildable 

full-coverage finish that lasts all day.

Available at Kirk Freeport 

La Perfumerie

Skin Love Glow Elixir, by Becca
Get your glow on with this gorgeous, lightweight 

boosting serum infused with natural ingredients to 

help brighten, hydrate, and nourish 

the skin. Apply two to three drops 

of this wonder serum on freshly 

cleansed skin, or layer on before 

primer and foundation for a 

complexion that looks lit from 

within.

Available at Le Visage

Daily UV Defense Cream SPF50, 
by Naturopathica
Get ready to face the day and protect 

skin from damaging UVA and UVB rays 

with Naturopathica’s Daily UV Defense 

Cream. Lightweight and chemical-

free, this hardworking cream features 

proven botanicals to protect and nourish the skin. 

A silky matte finish leaves skin looking flawless. 

Available at Botanika Union

Moisture Surge 72 hours, by Clinique
Clinique’s ever-popular moisturising cream Moisture 

Surge has been given an upgrade with this new 

formula featuring Auto-Replenishing Technology. Not 

only does this clever gel-cream hybrid deliver an 

instant refreshing moisture boost, it also helps skin 

create its own internal water source to continually 

rehydrate itself, then locks in all that moisture for an 

endlessly plump, dewy, healthy-looking glow.

Available at Penha Perfumes & Cosmetics

    eauty 
saviours
Rev up your beauty game with hardworking 
skincare and beauty products, hand-picked 
by the team at Bounce. 

B
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Can you tell me more about CCCoveted Box?
“CCCoveted Box is a monthly subscription beauty box, 

a service launched by lifestyle brand Coral + Cove. We 

deliver a curated selection of beauty goodies right 

to your door on the 20th of every month. We make it 

easier by delivering to workplaces, so you never have to 

worry about being home to accept your delivery. Best 

of all, delivery only costs $1.80 and you can cancel at 

any time with no risks or hidden fees.”

 
What inspired you to start CCCoveted Box?
“Truthfully, we were totally envious of the range of 

beauty boxes offered to residents of the U.S., Canada, 

and the U.K. The trend for subscription beauty and 

fitness boxes has been growing for years. We reached 

a boiling point of jealousy, but we weren’t willing 

to leave our gorgeous island for that reason. So, we 

decided to solve the problem by creating CCCoveted 

Box and launching Cayman’s first ever beauty box 

subscription service.” 

What is the cost, and how many items does 
each beauty box include?
“The beauty boxes are only $25 per month, which is 

a fraction of what would be spent in retail stores for 

cosmetics on island. Members receive a minimum of 

five products in every box. We wanted to keep the cost 

as low as possible while still being able to maintain 

the business. Import duties have been the greatest 

challenge, however, we vow never to increase our 

monthly rate. We’re doing it for the people!”

Beauty boxes are the on-trend way to discover 

new brands and products, and for beauty 

addicts to up their skincare and makeup game. 

CCCoveted Box is Cayman’s first beauty box service, 

offering subscribers a fabulous box of beauty treats 

delivered to their doorstep every month. 

Bounce editor Joanna Lewis chats with Genevieve 

Hanna of CCCoveted Box to find out more

What type of brands and products might 
people find?
“We’re so lucky in that we’ve been able to feature some 

fabulous brands such as L’Oreal, NARS, Ciate London, 

Obsessive Compulsive Cosmetics, Tarte, and more. Our 

members have grown their beauty stashes with lashes, 

brushes, lipsticks, eye shadow palettes, facemasks, 

cheek tints, and so much more. Our goal was always to 

include items in the boxes that you may not be able to 

find on island or may not choose to buy as a necessity; 

experimentation is what truly makes the experience a 

fun one. Sometimes, we’ll theme the boxes and curate 

a selection of products to that theme. For example, 

we did a themed box around “sleep” and included 

everything you need to rest, relax, and enjoy a good 

night’s sleep.”

“Our members have grown 
their beauty stashes with lashes, 
brushes, lipsticks, eye shadow 
palletes, facemasks, cheek 
tints, and so much more.”

Why is this beauty box subscription a must for 
beauty addicts?
“We’ve had a lot of local beauty addicts and beauty 

bloggers join us on this journey simply because it’s 

a treat. Not only do you get to grow your arsenal of 

tools and products, but you have an opportunity to 

try out brands and products not available on island, 

without having to pay the shipping costs or wait 

weeks to receive them. The element of surprise is also 

extremely fun, and our members love to share their 

box deliveries on social media. The truth of the matter 

is, as women, we spend so much of our time and money 

caring for others or worrying about necessities that we 

simply forget to treat ourselves. CCCoveted Box is an 

opportunity to treat yourself.”

To find out more visit cccovetedbox.com

B E A U T Y 
PRODUCTS 
STRAIGHT 
T O  Y O U R 
DOORSTEP

Photo by Janet Jarchow
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My experience
Sonia invited me to NovoClinic, a multi-practice medical 

clinic located in George Town, to give the treatment a go. 

I must admit, I was hesitant at first. Let’s face it, having 

a scalpel scraped over your face doesn’t sound like the 

most enticing of treatments. 

Sonia immediately put me at ease, reminding me 

that extreme care is taken during the treatment and 

that safety and cleanliness is paramount. She also 

promised me that I wouldn’t grow back a full-on beard 

when the peach fuzz regrows. 

“It’s a myth,” she says. “Hair does not grow back any 

thicker or darker. You may feel it at first as the hair 

growing back has a blunt rather than tapered tip initially, 

but that softens, and your hair returns to normal. You’ll 

miss having a peach fuzz free face.” 

Sonia used a sterile medical-grade scalpel and, 

while holding my skin taught, scraped the scalpel over 

my skin using short, feathery strokes. It didn’t hurt at 

all and while she worked her magic on my skin, we 

chatted away on a host of topics, from skincare tips to 

our favourite restaurants.

The entire process took about 30 minutes and Sonia 

finished the treatment off with a rejuvenating mask. 

She explains that a skin treatment immediately 

following dermaplaning is hugely beneficial since the 

outer barrier of dead cells and downy hair have been 

removed, allowing serums and creams to absorb deeper 

into the dermis and work their magic. Sonia says that 

many clients add a chemical peel for a truly spectacular 

result, or Red Light Therapy, which helps to stimulate the 

facial cells, build collagen, and repair tissue.

Once the mask was removed my skin looked clearer 

and more radiant than it had in a long time. There was 

a small amount of redness, but I have exceptionally pale 

and sensitive skin. Sonia reassured me that it would be 

gone within the next few hours, and indeed it was.

The next day I woke up and my skin looked flawless. I 

applied my usual foundation and it glided on effortlessly. 

While I was hesitant at first, the results speak 

for themselves and dermaplaning is now a regular 

treatment of mine, my next treatment already booked 

in with Sonia.  

About Sonia Sajnani
Registered Nurse Sonia is a specialist in aesthetic 

medicine. Originally from Edmonton, Canada, Sonia is 

also a skilled makeup artist having trained in makeup 

artistry for TV and film at the Blanche MacDonald 

Institute of Applied Design in Vancouver, Canada. With 

a passion for both makeup and nursing, she decided 

to combine the two and in 2012 completed training 

in injectables and advanced injectable technique with 

Rejuva MD in Toronto, Canada. Since 2014 Sonia has 

pursued medical aesthetics full time, becoming one of 

Canada’s Top 100 Nurse Injectors. In 2016, Sonia moved 

to Cayman to continue her career. 

“What I do is aesthetic, but I believe I treat much 

more than a line here and a wrinkle there,” Sonia says. 

“I am part of a self-care movement. 

I want my clients to feel 

100 percent confident in 

themselves and the way they 

feel in their skin is central to 

that. I am also a champion 

for strong women. I want 

to help empower women 

in any way I can and help 

them believe that they 

can do anything and 

look amazing while 

doing it.”

By Joanna Lewis
Photos by Janet Jarchow 
Having a surgical scalpel scraped over your face may 

not sound like the obvious way to beautiful skin. 

However, dermaplaning, a treatment which does just 

that, has soared in popularity over recent years and is 

now one of the most requested treatments for those 

looking for a quick way to achieve skin that looks lit 

from within. 

So, how does it work? The treatment involves using 

a medical-grade surgical blade which is manually 

scraped over the skin. This manual exfoliation 

essentially scrapes off a layer of dead skin cells that 

can leave skin looking lacklustre. It also removes 

peach fuzz – fine, almost invisible surface hair – which 

traps dirt and oil on the surface of the skin, giving it 

an ultra-smooth finish.

“Dermaplaning is a treatment for all skin types that 

leaves the skin feeling incredibly smooth and soft 

with no down time,” NovoClinic’s Registered Nurse and 

Medical Aesthetics Specialist Sonia Sanjani says. “It is 

a fast treatment, so you see an immediate benefit too.”

Sonia adds: “Acne scarring is minimised, fine lines 

are reduced, and makeup applies like a dream, it looks 

brighter and better on the skin.” 

Indeed, the fact that makeup applies like a dream 

post treatment is the reason that dermaplaning is 

one of the most requested treatments by models and 

celebrities prior to red-carpet events and photography 

sessions. That and the fact that your skin looks clearer, 

brighter, and more radiant. 

“Dermaplaning is suitable for almost all skin types, 

save for anyone with active acne or breakouts and 

for optimal results, should be done every two to four 

weeks,” Sonia adds.

Dermaplaning
Shave your way to a brilliant complexion

SPONSORED FEATURE / NOVOCLINIC
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Soak Souk offers a selection of locally made natural 

skincare products designed to be gentle on skin. Tendai 

Alleyne established Soak Souk in 2017 following her 

personal quest for a moisturiser which would help 

combat skin dryness due to eczema.

“I did some research and kept seeing raw shea butter 

as an alternative to steroid laden options available,” 

Tendai says. “So, I ordered certified fair-trade raw shea 

butter from Ghana.”

Tendai says that once she had the raw shea butter she 

tried numerous different methods to incorporate it into 

a skin-loving formula. Eventually she hit on success with 

a whipped combination of raw shea butter and coconut 

oil, now Soak Souk’s signature Shea Souffle. 

“I started bringing it to work to use throughout 

the day,” Tendai explains. “That’s when 

things got out of control. A co-worker 

started using it as well and 

took it all over the 

office. Needless to 

say, I started getting 

requests to make it 

for others and, as they 

say, the rest is history.”

Since the success of 

Soak Souk’s Shea Souffle Tendai has expanded her 

range. Popular items include a bergamot silk infused 

bath bomb, body smoothies made from sugar crystals 

and essential oils, and a coconut and honey bath milk. 

Tendai aims to keep all the products as natural as 

possible to help combat the amount of toxic, chemical 

laden products consumers typically use daily. All 

products are also handmade locally.

“By making the products locally and by hand I can 

ensure that the ingredients are exactly what I would 

like to use in my own home and I can better monitor 

quality control,” Tendai says. “There have been times 

that batches didn’t come out just right and I would 

dump it and start all over. If I wouldn’t want to use it 

then no one else would either. I also test every single 

batch I make on myself before bringing to market.”

And, due to the success of Soak Souk’s current line 

of products, Tendai is already developing new additions, 

including a rich coffee scrub infused with essential oils, 

natural lubricants, and brown sugar crystals, a selection 

of artisan soaps, as well as a line of natural home 

cleaning alternatives. 

In addition to off-the-shelf products, Soak Souk can 

also create custom favours for weddings and baby 

showers, as well as subscription boxes.

To find out more and order Soak Souk products visit 

soaksouk.com or check out Soak Souk’s Instagram page, 

soaksoukbath. Alternatively email soaksouk@gmail.com

Why Soak Souk?
Tendai explains the story behind her brand……

“Soak is for the most part self-explanatory. Most 

already know that soaking in a combination of 

Epsom salts and other bath aids can be beneficial 

to one’s over all wellbeing, both mentally and 

physically. Souk, however, is a result of my quest 

to source all kinds of natural botanical materials 

to use in my products. The hunt reminded me of 

being in a spice market, which is a called a souk, 

hence the name Soak Souk.”  

 

Handcrafted 
skincare products

SPONSORED FEATURE / SOAK SOUK

Photos by 
Janet Jarchow

About NovoClinic
NovoClinic is a multi-practice medical destination 

located in BritCay House, George Town. The clinic 

offers exceptional care and patient education through 

an experienced team of providers and staff who each 

aim to exceed patient expectations. 

NovoClinic is a great option for overall wellness 

and beauty needs as the clinic covers so much ground 

in the beauty realm while remaining a professional 

and safe clinical environment. 

Treatments start with the underlying tissues 

and build to the superficial. Clients typically look to 

NovoClinic for help to maintain beautiful skin, for 

anti-aging treatments, to enhance features that have 

nothing to do with the aging process at all, as well as 

simple beautification and profile balancing. 

Skin tightening, loss of elasticity, volume loss, fine 

lines, and skin clarity can all be addressed at NovoClinic. 

Popular beauty treatments include injectables, 

microneedling, skin peels, semi-permanent makeup, 

and eyebrow microblading. Sonia also offers makeup 

application lessons as well as hair styling for special 

events, ensuring clients look their absolute best.  

As well as a destination for all your beauty 

needs, NovoClinic also offers a wide range of health 

specialists, including orthopaedic surgeons, sports 

medicine specialists, a dermatologic surgeon, a 

urogynaecology and endoscopic surgeon, and more.

Visit novoclinic.ky
email clinic@novocayman.com

 or call 746-6080
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Island Naturals is located at Coconut Plaza 

along West Bay Road. For more details and 

opening hours, visit islandnaturals.ky, or find us 

on social media @islandnaturalsretail 

Selenite Lamp
Selenite is one of the most popular crystals at Island 

Naturals and for good reason too. Selenite is said to bring 

good energy and high vibrations into a space and can aid 

in mental clarity. Island Naturals stocks a wide selection of 

selenite lamps, which not only help create a healing space 

at home, but also adds a stunning touch to home décor. 

Face Rollers
Face Rollers beautifully incorporate crystals into your 

skincare routine. Lindsay recommends using a face roller 

morning and/or night with your serum or night cream. 

Not only do the rollers help skincare products to be 

absorbed evenly into the skin, they also help increase 

skin’s elasticity, reduce the appearance of pores, boost 

overall collagen levels, eliminate toxins, and reduce 

puffiness and wrinkles. 

Mad Hippie

This skincare brand positions itself as being consciously 

driven and scientifically minded. Mad Hippie products 

have proven results and are made without GMOs, synthetic 

dyes, parabens, perfumes, and silicones. Additionally, they 

are cruelty-free. Popular products include the cream 

cleanser, eye cream, hydrating nutrient mist, and facial 

SPF sun cream, idea for Cayman’s tropical climate. 

Wellness 
must haves

SPONSORED FEATURE / ISLAND NATURALS

Lindsay Allen of Island Naturals picks out some of her 

favourite products to help soothe mind body and soul.

Vital Proteins Marine Collagen
Vital Proteins offers a range of 

nutritional products which help 

promote, health, natural beauty, and 

fitness. Vital Proteins’ Marine Collagen 

is one of Lindsay’s personal favourites. 

Collagen helps to promote youthful 

skin, healthier hair, stronger nails, 

and is also amazing for joint and 

bone health. Marine Collagen is easily 

digested and absorbed by the body 

and because it is soluble in hot or cold 

liquids you can simply add it to your 

coffee, smoothies, or even baked goods.

Bath soak 
Turn your bathtub into a bath fit 

for a queen with Aquarian Soul’s 

Rose Moon Bath Soak, made with 

Himalayan pink sea salt and rose 

petals. Himalayan pink salt is one 

of the purest forms of salt on the 

planet. It is full of minerals, relives 

sore muscles, balances electrolytes, 

helps your body absorb nutrients, 

eliminates toxins, helps relax 

muscles, and helps improve blood 

circulation. This bath is as healing 

as it is pure.

Pink Opal Gemstones
Island Naturals stocks a wide range of 

tumbled gemstones, however pink opals 

are amongst one of Lindsay’s favourites. 

The stones gentle energy helps promote 

peace and balance in the heart, while pink 

opals are also said to ease sadness, heal 

wounds, and assist in releasing old trauma. 
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By Ian Swaby  
Photos by Janet Jarchow
I log off my computer, stand up from the office chair, 

and stretch my arms. 215 calories burned, according to 

the screen on my DeskCycle. 

For exactly an hour, I’ve been silently pedalling 

away on the DeskCycle at my office desk. 

A delightfully simple variant of the exercise bike, 

the DeskCycle brings users the chance to perform 

intensive aerobics from the comfort of their office 

desk, but its presence remains nearly invisible, even if 

you’re the one working the pedals. 

Designed by 3D Innovations in Colorado, U.S., it is 

distributed locally by DeskCycle Cayman and available 

to order via a quick phone call or email. As if this 

small machine wasn’t already simple enough, delivery 

extends all the way to your doorstep and assembly is 

quick and intuitive. 

The DeskCycle measure just 1-foot high by 2-foot 

wide and sits neatly under your desk. The machine is 

comprised of a set of rotating gears concealed inside 

a white plastic casing, pedals, and a small device that 

displays your time, speed, distance, and calories burned. 

It may be small, but don’t underestimate its power. 

Research shows that 
people who exercise 
on work days are more 
productive and less 
stressed than people 
who do not.

Eleanor Smith, Pink Duck Publishing’s 

marketing manager, gives the DeskCycle a whirl.

An ingeniously-designed machine 
shows that sitting and inactivity 
don’t have to be synonymous

DeskCycle
 offers a

workout
at your

desk
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Versatile and portable
Whether you’re looking for a light workout at your desk, 

or serious exercise on a rainy day at home, the DeskCycle 

proves effective. The resistance of the pedals is controlled 

by a knob with eight different settings. Out of these, only 

one through four are intended for the workplace.

One day during my lunch break, I decide to try setting 

the dial to setting six. The strength of this small bike is 

surprising; the effort I’m exerting feels like more than 

twice three. Suddenly, this is a real machine 

workout. According to the DeskCycle 

website, the maximum resistance 

falls between two and 10 times 

that of the other pedal exercisers.

While it weighs in at a hefty 23 pounds, 

the DeskCycle’s small compact size means 

that it can easily be transported in the 

trunk of a car. 

As the weeks go by, I continue to 

incorporate the DeskCycle into my daily 

work routine. It’s now etched into my 

mind as part of office life, something that 

I can’t imagine spending the day without. 

No single machine can ever replace 

your workout routine. But is the 

DeskCycle an effective antidote to the 

world’s epidemic of sitting? Signs point 

to yes. Physical activity, even at work, is i s 

key to staying healthy and happy.

Visit deskcyclecayman.com

The DeskCycle is a remarkably 
effortless way to exercise.

Staff writer and researcher, Ian Swaby, 

powers through his workload while 

burning a few calories at the same time, 

thanks to the DeskCycle.

A healthy, fun way to work
When I first received my DeskCycle I wondered if its 

performance could match what I had been promised. 

Could it be true that someone had designed a bike for 

the office that was not only easy to use, but practically 

silent? I placed my feet on the pedals and gave 

the gears a spin. I can now say that the answer is a 

resounding yes. 

The DeskCycle is a remarkably effortless way to 

exercise. It takes only a few moments before the cycling 

motion becomes second nature, almost like breathing. 

My feet seem to glide in circles, propelled by the 

swift, smoothly-moving pedals, but with my body 

exerting just enough effort for the release of calming 

endorphins. And with the magnetic resistance system, 

the turning of the gears is wholly inaudible.

The DeskCycle is what it’s hyped up to be, an 

example of when a product is designed for an unusual 

purpose and it genuinely works.

According to 3D Innovations, pedalling at the 

lowest resistance setting will increase your energy 

expenditure 50 percent more than simply sitting down, 

and 20 percent higher than standing. The machine is 

even employed by school teachers, who cite improved 

focus among students. 

It stands to reason that workplace aerobics has its 

benefits. Research shows that people who exercise on 

work days are more productive and less stressed than 

people who do not. And a growing body of research 

suggests that even activity much more passive than 

pedalling a DeskCycle improves cardiovascular health 

and blood sugar levels.

One might expect physical activity during work to 

serve as a distraction. But contrary to my expectations, 

I find that with the DeskCycle my focus is enhanced, 

not decreased. There’s something about the rhythmic 

motion of the peddling that helps put any excess 

energy to use, while clearing up the mind. Think of the 

DeskCycle as a fidget spinner for the feet.

It’s also simply more enjoyable to work amidst 

physical activity than it is to sit in nondescript stillness.

As the hours roll on, I feel the euphoria of exercise, 

but the peddling is still easy enough that I’m eager 

to continue. When I finally draw the workout to a 

close, I’m looking forward to resuming my cycling 

journey the next day.

           Think of 
    the DeskCycle 
     as a fidget 
   spinner for 
     the feet.
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Donna Mitchell, owner of Inspired Lifestyles, has been 

helping people in Cayman live a healthy lifestyle for 

some 20 years.

Specialising in weight loss and management, Donna 

offers a menu of programmes and services for living an 

inspired, healthy, and successful life.

“When I set up Inspired Lifestyles I wanted to 

provide a personalised approach to healthy weight 

management,” Donna says. “I didn’t want to fit people 

into a box, but rather wanted to help people design their 

own unique lifestyle that supports weight loss while 

equipping them with the skills to keep the weight off.”

Helping people lose weight, and more importantly 

keep the weight off, is Donna’s area of speciality, 

drawing from more than two decades with global 

company Weight Watchers, including two years at their 

health spa in Malibu California, U.S.

Over the years she has expanded her skills set to 

offer clients a rounded approach to living a healthy life.

As a Canfield Certified Trainer, (Jack Canfield, “Chicken 

Soup for the Soul” co-author), Donna offers training 

presentations and programmes on success, including 

programmes for young adults. Donna is also a Burdenko 

Certified Water Conditioning Therapist, allowing her to 

offer a range of water fitness programmes. She also 

offers yoga and mindfulness instruction.

“Programmes provide support, instruction, and 

motivation,” Donna explains. “People build resilience 

and improve the quality of their lives and believe in the 

possibility of self-improvement, achievement, lifestyle 

change, weight loss, and success in all areas of life.”

Donna says that her wide range of programmes are 

designed for everybody who wants to improve their life, 

including men, women, and teens.

“The programmes are designed for anybody who 

wants to develop skills for positive living and health, 

including physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual 

health,” Donna explains.

Donna says that through her programmes she can 

help people live a healthier and positive lifestyle, giving 

them the energy and zest to really live life, rather than 

be a tired and unhappy bystander.

“We become invested in and excited about life with 

health and positivity; self-confidence and potential 

increases,” Donna explains.

“Health and wellness include so much more 

than proper eating and exercise. It is about living 

on purpose, with passion. It is about mental health, 

cultivating an attitude of optimism, hopefulness and 

positivity. Health and wellness encompass emotional 

balance; understanding feelings and taking care of 

oneself during daily stressors, difficult relationships 

and the curve balls of life. Self-care is synonymous with 

positive self-esteem. Developing a healthy lifestyle 

builds resilience and strength, essential for quality of 

life, success and living younger.”

Donna adds: “Through personal or group coaching, I 

help people imagine, visualise, and decide where and how 

they want to be and provide the methodology, inspiration, 

and training techniques to make that a reality.”

To find out how Inspired Lifestyles can help you, locally 

or internationally, visit www.InspiredwithDonna.com

SPONSORED FEATURE / INSPIRED LIFESTYLES

Live a healthy life, with

Inspired
Lifestyles
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About Kym
Kym is a certified fitness instructor and 

running coach. She is an avid runner and 

regularly travels to take part in marathons 

and half marathons overseas. Find her at 

7 Mile Fitness, where she helps her clients 

achieve their fitness goals.

What are some inexpensive ways people can 
work out?
“Activities such as walking, running, and swimming 

all require no specialist equipment or pricey gym 

memberships to take part in. And, we are so lucky here 

in Cayman to have perfect - if a little hot - weather to 

do these activities every day. If the heat bothers you 

do your activity, then take a dip in the sea to cool off.

If none of the above whets your appetite, there are 

plenty of community activities here in Cayman that are 

free to take part in. Check out website Cayman Active 

for all local activities.

Some personal trainers will offer group rates if you 

have a few friends who want to work out together, 

which will reduce costs. 7 Mile Fitness offers this.

YouTube has some great workout videos too 

that you can do in your own home with little or no 

equipment. Just be careful if choosing this, as having 

no supervision could increase the risk of injury.”

What about people who say they don’t have 
time to work out?
“Personal trainers are used to hearing all sorts of 

excuses as to why a workout takes second place! Life 

does of course get in the way; however, I always say 

you owe it to yourself and your family to find the time. 

You will be happier, healthier, and more productive if 

you just give yourself that window a few times a week.”

What are your tips for those who find exercise 
boring or difficult to stick to?
“I would say you haven’t found the right work out for 

you. Getting in shape and being active does not mean 

you have to join a gym, pump weights, and go on the 

elliptical. There are so many options, so find what 

makes you look forward to your workout, not dread it.”What’s the best way 
to stick to your fitness goals?
“Do something you enjoy. A common mistake people 

make is to leap head first into an intense regime and 

then injure themselves, burn out, or lose interest. So, 

pick something you enjoy doing and ease yourself in. 

Fitness should be for life, not just the first few weeks 

of each year.”

What are some of your top work out tips?
“Make your new workout schedule part of your daily or 

weekly routine. It should become part of your life and 

something you look forward to doing and miss if you 

can’t do it.

Try and do your chosen activities at least three 

times a week to see results and become fitter, stronger, 

and healthier. The time of day you work out should be 

based on when you can commit to completing your 

workout. Don’t chose the morning if you know fitting 

in dropping kids at school and getting to work on time 

leaves you maxed out timewise. 

And, finally remember the key rule - what you put in 

your body affects what you get out of it. Healthy eating 

and a good, balanced diet will not only help you see 

results but give your more energy to get through your 

workout and enjoy it.”

For those who are new to exercise, how would 
you suggest they get started? 
“Most importantly, if you have any pre-existing injuries 

or health conditions make sure you see your physician 

prior to starting any exercise regime. Then, ease in to 

it slowly. Suddenly putting your body under extreme 

stress is never a good idea and will totally negate any 

benefits you will get. Go for a walk a few times a week 

and gradually build up your distance and endurance 

and then think about what type of exercise you enjoy. 

Not everyone wants to run a marathon or bench 

press 120 pounds. Whatever exercise you choose you 

need to enjoy it or sticking with it will be too hard. 

Additionally, try to find a workout buddy or hire a 

personal trainer. You are less likely to skip your workout 

if you risk letting someone down, plus it then becomes 

a social activity if that’s what you enjoy.” 

KICK-START 
YOUR FITNESS 
GOALS
Struggling to stick to your fitness regime, or perhaps 
unsure how to get started? Bounce editor, Joanna 
Lewis, sits down with Kym Bailey, a certified fitness 
trainer and running coach at 7 Mile Fitness. 
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Strava
Measure yourself against the 

competition in this social 

networking tool for runners and 

cyclists. Strava provides a new set 

of challenges each month to suit 

a variety of skill levels, including competitions to test 

the limits of your endurance, climbing, runs, cycles, and 

half and full marathons. 

To aid in your endeavours, Strava transforms your 

phone into an exercise computer that maps and tracks 

your performance. The free version of this app displays 

your time, distance, and average pace. 

Premium subscribers will be able to integrate 

their heart rate monitor for real-time or post-activity 

analysis, and will also acquire goal setting abilities, 

filtered leaderboards, and Beacon, a tool which allows 

location tracking by family and friends.

Free to download with a premium subscription available 

Lose It! Calorie Counter 
Lose It! Calorie Counter estimates 

the number of calories you burn 

and consume each day. The log 

includes sections for every meal, 

as well as snacks, but you’ll need 

to upgrade to premium to track water intake. You can 

search from a database of more than 7 million foods with 

information on fat, cholesterol, sodium, sugars, and more. 

The exercise log is extensive, with a wide range of 

activities listed. The free version allows settings for 

weight-loss goals, but you will need to subscribe to 

premium to measure and set goals for carbohydrates, 

sodium, body mass index, and other statistics.  

Lose It! is particularly effective among calorie-

counter apps for its quick-entry features. Above all, it 

has the distinction of being able to identify food items 

using a smartphone camera. This function is reasonably 

effective, although the app tends to encounter some 

difficulty beyond generic guesses. Users can also 

choose the more precise method of scanning barcodes. 

Entering or editing details is made easy through the 

ability to save without filling out every field.

Free to download with a premium subscription available 

Nike Training Club 
Designed by fitness professionals, 

Nike Training Club serves as an 

automated guide to achieving 

your workout goals. As you begin, 

you’ll select from one of four 

basic plans: Start Up, Lean Fit, Bodyweight Only, or Gym 

Strong. The app provides users with a unique schedule 

based on personal information such as height, weight, 

available equipment, and more, drawing from its library 

of more than 100 workouts.

The schedule will automatically adapt to suit 

your needs and can easily be customised. Browsing is 

easy, with a selection of recommended workouts and 

categories such as Muscle Group, Workout Type, Athlete 

Workouts, and No-Equipment Workouts. A helpful activity 

section tracks all your accomplishments in one page. 

Unfortunately, one of the app’s most unique features, 

live training sessions with professional instructors, 

is unavailable in the Cayman Islands. But it doesn’t 

make this anything less than one of the best and most 

expertly-designed fitness apps on the market.

Free to download 

Want to get fit and lead a healthier lifestyle? 
These handy apps can help get you there, 
from tracking your fitness goals to helping 
you achieve your perfect workout.

APPS TO 
HELP YOU 
REACH 
YOUR 
FITNESS 
GOALS
BY IAN SWABY
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MyFitnessPal
Whether you want to lose weight, 

tone up, get healthy, change 

your habits, or start a new diet 

MyFitnessPal has you covered.

The app allows you to easily 

track the food you are eating, with features including a 

barcode scanner, recipe importer, macro tracker, water 

intake tracker, and nutrient counter.

To help with weight loss, the app allows you to 

easily set your own personal goals and then helps you 

to track your progress, with tools such as the apps easy-

to-use Track Steps, allowing you to set a daily step goal 

and then view a graph of your step history.

The app also offers ample support and motivation, 

including an active forum where you can find 

motivation, support, tips, advice, and more. Then, 

celebrate your successes with progress reports and 

photos to help inspire friends and family members on 

their own health journey. 

Free to download 

Sweat
Designed entirely with females in 

mind Sweat is currently the world’s 

biggest female fitness community.

Sweat hosts multiple trainers 

and programmes, from beginner 

fitness workouts to highly advanced ones, including 

both at-home and gym-based ones. These include 

Kayla Itsines’ Bikini Body Confidence programme, and 

Kelsey Well’s popular post pregnancy programme, 

designed to increase core strength and improve 

posture for new mums.

Sweat also features hundreds of nutritionally 

balanced meals, with daily meal plans designed for 

a wide range of diets, while the app’s motivational 

features will help keep you on track. Compare weekly 

progress with side-by-side photos, or compete in global 

female fitness challenges.

Free to download with a premium subscription available

Global Yoga Academy
Are you looking to bring a little 

Zen to your exercise routine, but 

can’t find your path? While no 

computer can substitute for the 

guidance of an expert, this app 

does an admirable job. Global Yoga Academy includes 

yoga and meditation classes for all skill levels, with 

varied durations ranging from five to 60 minutes. 

A premium subscription allows you to truly harness 

the apps potential, including access to the library’s full 

selection of more than 200 poses with detailed text 

explanations and videos. 

You will also acquire the standout feature of the 

ability to create your own personalised classes by 

arranging segments in a combination of your choice.

The app connects to Apple TV, allowing you to 

display your workouts in your living room. It also 

provides access to an active community centred on 

yoga and nutrition. 

Free to download with a premium subscription available

JEFIT: Workout Tracker 
Gym Log
It’s time to put away the logbook 

because JETFIT: Workout Tracker 

Gym Log offers a more dynamic 

and interactive way to keep track 

of your exercise. Begin by entering statistics such as 

weight, height, body fat, and muscle measurements. 

Monitor these statistics as you progress, using graphs 

that change to reflect each update you provide, and 

measuring the data against your set goals. You can also 

take progress photos for your records.

There is a large library of workouts, organised into 

11 categories such as triceps, abs, and cardio. Enter 

weights and reps for each individual workout, and log 

other details as well. 

Although the workouts include written instructions, 

unfortunately you will need to be a premium subscriber 

to access videos. Nonetheless, for the logging features 

that can be obtained for free, this is still a highly 

effective exercise tool.

Free to download with a premium subscription available

Charity Miles
With this new spin on the run 

tracker app, exercise with a 

renewed sense of purpose, raising 

money for the charity of your 

choice. There are 42 charities 

to choose from, covering a wide range of causes, 

including, Autism Speaks, Alzheimer’s Association, 

Feeding America, and the World Wildlife Fund. 

Charity Miles allows you to log all types of movement 

from running and walking to dancing and biking, giving 

you the ability to be a mover and a changemaker in a 

way that fits your lifestyle. For every mile you move, you 

help earn money for your chosen charity. The app also 

includes uplifting podcasts, an Expo section featuring 

coupons and other items, and a search function for 

Charity Miles teams. 

Free to download 
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STAR

Olympian Ronald Forbes 
finds reggae helps 
overcome life’s hurdles  

CAYMAN’S

SPORTING
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Set backs
Like all elite 

athletes, the 

Olympian’s career 

has been blighted 

by injury, sometimes 

so severe and long-

term, quitting seemed 

like the only option. 

“I have had my fair share 

of injuries,” Ronald explains. 

“There have been many that 

have made me question my career choice but if I had to 

narrow it down to one, 2016 prior to the Rio de Janeiro 

Olympics takes the cake and the baker. In early May of 

that year, I was at number six in the world and two days 

after that performing time, all hell broke loose. 

“I sustained an injury that tore through my calf 

and Achilles 85 percent. After diagnosis, surgery was 

imminent, and Rio was no longer a reality, or so I 

thought.  I remained hopeful and by a sheer miracle, 

found doctors able to try a form of treatment that could 

allow me to avoid long rehab. I was given six months 

just to walk again, and Rio’s race day was 12 weeks 

away. During the fight to stay in the runnings for Rio, 

it was the first time in my career that I lost all hope. I 

broke down in tears.

“If it wasn’t for my coach Joey Scott and the Tru Fit 

Athletic Club family sticking with me, it’s safe to say I 

would have given up and Rio would have never been,” 

he says.

“There have been many instances that I could add 

to the highlight reel but one of the most important to 

me was the 2008 NCAA indoor nationals,” Ronald says. 

“It may seem insignificant to others but two months 

prior to this meet I could barely make a Conference 

final and at that meet in particular I ended up running 

the 15th fastest time in the world for that year and was 

number three collegiately in the United States. It was 

the season that changed my life forever.”

The Beijing Olympics was another significant 

experience. 

“It was my first Olympics and for the first time in my 

life, the thought that I did something that many never 

thought - including myself - was possible, becoming an 

Olympian,” he says. “The first in my family, first in my 

district and this track and field journey that I embarked 

on was no longer about myself but much bigger seeing 

what it meant to people who were able to witness the 

journey to that point.”  

“One of the things I would like 

to see is for the Cayman Islands 

to have more than five athletes 

qualify for the Summer Olympics.”

By Ron Shillingford 
Photos by David Goddard
The Bob Marley album “Exodus” is so omnipresent 

and iconic that it was voted by Time magazine as the 

greatest album of the 20th century. That partly explains 

why Ronald Forbes has a massive Exodus tattoo on his 

back in homage to the Jamaican legend. Soothing roots 

reggae is a perfect antidote in the hectic life of the 

110-metres hurdler who glides over the 10 obstacles 

faster than all but a few on the planet. 

Ronald has competed in virtually every major 

championship since his first of three Olympic Games 

in Beijing 10 years ago. The Cayman Islands 60-metres 

and 110-metres hurdles record holder first emerged as 

a teenage prospect. His excellence has endeared him 

to Caymanians and North Side residents in particular, 

so much so that Old Man Bay Play Field was recently 

renamed the Ronald J. Forbes Playing Field. 

“To have the Old Man Bay playing field named 

after me is the biggest honour thus far in my life,” says 

Ronald. “It’s about the largest honour an athlete can 

receive in their career.” 

Now that his season is over, Cayman’s sporting star 

is focusing on community projects in North Side. “I was 

part of the North Side district camp for a few days this 

summer,” he says. “Usually I try to go island wide doing 

school visits and motivational speaking to the youth.” 

Based in Miami for training, Ronald had another full 

season highlighted with the Commonwealth Games in 

the Gold Coast, Australia, in April last year. 

“The 2018 season was okay for me,” he says. “I wanted 

it to have gone slightly different in terms of better, but it 

didn’t. The highlight was definitely the Commonwealth 

Games. It was my fourth Commonwealth Games and 

one of my favourites.” 

Dedication
Renowned for his dedication to training, Miami nightlife 

holds few distractions. 

“It’s a city that is always on the go unlike home that 

allows me to have a more relaxed feeling,” he explains. 

“Though it is known for its party lifestyle, I’ve never been 

a big party person. I pretty much do whatever my training 

requires me to do and stay focused on my career.” 

This year Ronald will swerve the indoor season 

for once and concentrate on outdoor competition, 

including the IAAF World Championships and Pan 

American Games.

No athlete likes the ageing process, but it’s an inevitable 

consequence that Ronald is already planning for. 

“Yes, I’m 33, and I’ve had the retirement subject 

being expressed more frequently over the past two 

years,” he says. “I cannot run competitively forever, but 

I do want to get all I can out of the competitive side of 

the sport. 

“I plan to compete up to the 2020 Olympics in 

Tokyo before retiring. Once my career is concluded, I 

want to move into sports administration for a major 

organisation. I will also have a hand in coaching 

athletes to some degree as my wealth of knowledge in 

the sport needs to be passed on to future generations 

for them to surpass the efforts of old.”   

One of his main goals remains to lower his 

110-metre hurdles best time of 13.36 seconds. 

“Looking back at my career thus far, it’s fair to say 

that I’ve achieved great things and honestly, I never 

thought I would make it this far,” he says. 

And oh, what a career he’s had. 
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Top tips to a 
healthy life
Whether you’ve set your sights on being an 

Olympian, or perhaps just cleaning up your act 

and living a healthier lifestyle, these top tips, 

courtesy of Ronald Forbes, will help set you on 

the right path. 

“Your greatest challenge isn’t in 

the gym, it’s in the kitchen. Around 

90 percent of all the foods you are 

supposed to eat can be located 

within the first 80-foot of any local or 

international supermarket; the produce 

and poultry section. Remember to buy 

local produce wherever possible.

“Do not just “watch what you eat” 

but most importantly “read what you 

consume.” Get into the habit of reading 

the nutrition labels and avoiding food 

items that have high amounts of sugar. 

 “You do not need to spend money 

to exercise. Force yourself to do a 

15-minute workout three times a week. 

Improvise your workouts and keep them 

interesting and fun so as they don’t 

become monotonous. Avoid excuses. 

 

“When you eat is just as important 

as what you eat. Aim to have three 

to four small meals a day, spaced out 

every three to four hours. Avoid eating 

heavy meals after 6 p.m. Meals should 

consist of a lean protein source, leafy 

vegetables, and a source of simple 

carbohydrates, such as a baked potato. 

“Remember to hydrate and drink at 

least 2 litres of water daily.”

A family man
Tall, ripped and handsome, admirers will be crushed 

to hear that Ronald is now married to Elma. 

He chuckles: “I’m not sure if I’ve broken many 

women’s hearts but I know for sure that I made one 

of those hearts whole and that’s hers. I proposed 

to her on my 30th birthday (April 5, 2015) so that 

I could remember the day, and we tied the knot in 

December 2016.”

They met back in 2005 at Florida International 

University competing on the same track and field team. 

“We were teammates to begin with and became 

friends shortly afterwards,” said Ronald. “Through this 

whole rollercoaster ride she was there with me and 

never left my side.” 

Parenthood is planned soon after Ronald retires. 

“We don’t have kids as yet but there isn’t a day that 

goes by that I don’t think about having them,” he says. 

“That’s the next phase of my life I look forward to.”

No doubt, any kids they produce will have superlative 

sporting genes and will be a boost to the already 

burgeoning athletics scene in Cayman. 

“We have CARIFTA coming up in 2019 in Cayman, 

which should be huge, and it will give our local athletes 

a chance to showcase their talents and abilities on 

home soil,” Ronald says. 

“We have many upcoming athletes in Cayman. One 

of the things I would like to see is for the Cayman 

Islands to have more than five athletes qualify for 

the Summer Olympics in athletics, which is definitely 

possible. One athlete that has shown great promise of 

carrying on the torch is Jamal Walton. He has already 

shown the ability to qualify and compete at an IAAF 

senior level championship at still a young age.”  

During his downtime - which is rare - Ronald enjoys 

reading self-improvement literature more so than 

listening to music. But nothing can supplant his love 

of the reggae king. 

“Marley will always be my favourite music no matter 

what. His message is more than just music, it’s a life 

guide if you listen close.”   

1

2

3
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By Joanna Lewis
Photos by Janet Jarchow
Not only is eating locally grown produce better for you, 

it is also a greener and more sustainable option too. 

Plus, local produce is just a whole lot tastier, left to 

ripen to perfection under the Caribbean sun. 

With the myriad benefits of locally grown produce 

in mind, Cayman Cabana has recently launched a 

weekend farm-to-table brunch designed to shine a 

spotlight on Cayman’s burgeoning locavore movement. 

The waterfront George Town eatery has been at the 

forefront of developing Cayman’s growing locavore 

scene. Over the years, the restaurant has worked 

diligently to forge relationships with local farmers and 

fishermen to ensure their menu features as much local 

produce as possible. 

Christina Moxam, who runs the business with her 

partner Luigi, says that supporting local helps to build 

and create a more connected and vibrant community. 

“We love to feed people beautiful, local, and 

delicious food, so hosting an oceanside weekend and 

holiday brunch, where families and friends can gather 

seaside was a natural progression for us,” Christina 

says. “Local food also tastes so much better, it’s better 

for you, and better for the planet.”

Luigi adds: “Launching our Locavore Brunch was 

another way for us to highlight our commitment to 

our farm-to-fork ethos. We also have a lot of fun with 

our feature brunch cocktails and bubbles, perfect for 

sipping on in a beautiful oceanside setting.” 

Popular favourites include 
the Cabana Avo Toast, a 
delicious dish featuring 
creamy avocado, fresh local 
tomatoes and basil, topped 
with feta, coconut bacon, 
and balsamic all served up on 
fresh local sourdough bread.

Cayman Cabana’s new 
farm-to-table brunch offers 
a delicious way to enjoy 
the very best local produce 

Locavore: 
/ loh-kuh-vawr /
Noun. A person whose diet 
consists only or principally of 
locally grown or produced food.
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Seasonal produce
Local produce is dictated by the seasons. So, what 

does April to October of this year hold? Here’s what 

Christina suggests you add to your shopping list when 

visiting Cayman’s farmers markets.

“First and foremost, tomatoes. We have historically 

only seen tomatoes over the course of the winter 

months; however, many farmers have been successful 

in delivering these well into June and July, thanks to 

successful greenhouse operations.

“Additionally, keep your eyes peeled for densely 

nutritious and delicious greens, such as red and green 

callaloo, rainbow chard, mustard greens, Egyptian 

spinach, arugula, choy sum, watercress, and Japanese 

long beans.

“Fresh herbs can be pretty much found all year 

round and add a powerful burst of flavour to any dish. 

At Cayman Cabana we get as many kinds as we can, as 

often as we can.

“Breadkinds, such as sweet potato, breadfruit, 

plantain, yams, and pumpkins can be sourced all year 

round and are beautiful addition to any meal.

“Scotch bonnet, seasoning peppers, as 

well as bell peppers will also be in 

full swing. As we enter the hotter 

summer months look out for 

mangoes, apple bananas, 

guavas, sweet sops, star fruits, 

and red plums.”

From farm-to-fork
It goes without saying that delicious, locally grown 

produce is paramount to the success of Cayman 

Cabana’s locavore ethos.

Two farmers that Cayman Cabana work 

particularly closely with are Clarence Mclaughlin 

and Patrick Panton, both of whom Cayman Cabana 

has weekly standing orders with to ensure the 

freshest seasonal produce. 

Both farmers are familiar faces on Cayman’s 

food scene, offering their fresh produce at local 

farmers markets. 

Originally from Cayman Brac, farmer Clarence’s farm 

is in Bodden Town and offers a rich source of a wide 

variety of tasteful produce, including leafy greens, root 

vegetables, and fruits. Patrick Panton’s farm, Cayman 

Farm and Garden, is also located in Bodden Town. He 

offers a wide variety of fruits, vegetables, and leafy 

greens, alongside chickens and eggs. In addition, 

Cayman Cabana has a wide network of smaller 

farmers, growers, and fishermen, who they regularly 

source from. 

“We work closely with our farmers and fishermen 

to source beautiful farm fresh eggs, seafood, callaloo, 

coconuts, fresh fruits, tomatoes, plantain, sweet 

potatoes, wing beans, breadkind, herbs, and everything 

in between,” Luigi says.

“We’re after all things local, and we love unique and 

unusual ingredients. Whether it’s a stop on the side of 

the road at a local farm stand, a visit to the Camana 

Bay Farmers & Artisans Market or the Market at the 

Cricket Grounds, if it’s local, we want it.”

Christina adds: “When you’re working with 

incredible ingredients, you get incredible food.”

Indeed, this statement couldn’t ring 

truer as I tuck into Cayman Cabana’s 

signature Cabana Avo Toast washed 

down with a glass of bubbles. 

Simply delicious. 

caymancabanarestaurant.com

On the menu
Unlike many other brunches, which are buffet style, the 

brunch at Cayman Cabana is an a la carte affair.

Simply pull up a chair at one of the many tables 

perched on the multi-tiered deck right on the water’s 

edge, pick what you fancy feasting and sipping on, and 

then let your server do the footwork for you. 

Popular favourites include a selection of eggs 

benedict cooked to perfection, including the ever 

popular Oxtail Benny; the Cabana Avo Toast, a 

delicious dish featuring creamy avocado, fresh local 

tomatoes and basil, topped with feta, coconut bacon, 

and balsamic all served up on toasted sourdough 

bread; the Coconut Bacon French Toast, which features 

thick-cut bread flown in specially from the Cayman 

Brac Pioneer Bakery, caramalised bananas, whipped 

cream, and coconut bacon; and salt fish and ackee, 

a Caribbean staple served with local green banana, 

breadkind, and local sautéed callaloo.

There is ample free-flowing drinks too, including 

mimosas (a perennial brunch staple), and Cayman 

Cabana’s signature Stoli Caesars, garnished with 

pickled local green beans and wing beans. There’s also 

a selection of fresh juices.  

“Similar to our lunch and dinner menu, working 

with high quality and locally sourced ingredients is 

paramount,” Luigi explains. “Brunch doesn’t have to be 

bougie, but it has to be fun, beautiful, and delicious. 

Bottom line is people want to enjoy lots of great 

tasting food with friends and family, coupled with 

great value and an awesome ambiance.” 
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Directions
Start by preparing your salad. Halve the 

cucumbers lengthways and use a teaspoon 

to core out the seeds. Cut the cucumber into small 

cubes and place them in a large mixing bowl.

Use a mandolin to finely slice the baby fennel and 

add to the cucumber. Next, add the juice of both limes 

or lemons to the mixing bowl. 

Finely chop the dill, parsley, and seasoning peppers 

and add to the mixing bowl. Next, add the olive oil, 

and season with salt and pepper. Toss the salad to mix 

everything together well.

Warm a skillet or frying pan over medium-heat and 

add the butter to the pan. Season the snapper fillets 

well with the coarsely crushed pepper, salt, and lime 

or lemon juice. Sear the snapper for approximately 3 

minutes per side. 

Set the snapper fillets on a plate and add a healthy 

portion of the cucumber, fennel, and dill salad on top. 

Wash it down with a chilled glass of wine or 

a locally brewed beer. 

Ingredients 
(Serves 2)

For the snapper
2 red snapper fillets 

2 tablespoons coarse crushed black pepper

1 tablespoon sea salt

1/2 lime or lemon, juiced

2 tablespoons butter 

For the salad
1 large local English cucumber

2 fennel bulbs

2 limes or lemons, juiced

1 handful dill

1 handful parsley

Pinch ground pepper

Pinch ground salt 

3 seasoning peppers

1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil

Seared red 
snapper with 
cucumber, fennel, 
and dill salad
Enjoy a taste of the sea with this delicious 
recipe courtesy of the culinary team at 
Cayman Cabana. Almost all ingredients 
can be sourced locally, making this a 
fabulous dish for locavores. 
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By Stellerie Noyons 
An attitude of work-hard play-hard dominates many 
mindsets, and although this contributes to a successful 
economy, it can also allow for healthy diets and lifestyles to 
fall by the wayside. 

While there is no shortage of wholesome food options 
available in Cayman, preparing a nutritious meal can often 
take time. And, when time equals money, meals are often 
chosen by their proximity to the workplace, quick availability, 
and minimal preparation, rather than their nutritional value.

But what if you can have it all? A host of local companies 
are now offering healthy meals delivered direct to 
customer’s doors or available on supermarket shelves, 
offering the ideal way for busy executives to eat healthily 
while still maintaining their fast-paced lifestyles.

Bounce explores some of Cayman’s leading healthy food-
on-the-go providers. 

go
Healthy

onthe
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Chef Anthony George, from Brussels, Belgium, 

arrived in Cayman with a passion for healthy 

cooking and CrossFit. 

It was among his fellow gym members and friends 

that he recognised the need busy professionals have 

in Cayman for tasty, nutritious meals that are easily 

available and require little preparation. And so, 

Brussels Sprouts was born. 

The company offers healthy meals, ready to heat 

and eat, delivered direct to your door. By taking the 

stress out of planning and cooking meals, Brussels 

Sprouts provides satisfying meals made from scratch 

while using only the freshest of ingredients. 

The menu changes daily with customer favourites 

including turkey chili and sweet potato taco bowl. 

Brussels Sprouts is proud of its platform; aiming 

to increase awareness of how problems such as 

heart disease and diabetes can be prevented in the 

Cayman Islands. 

“It would be easy to sell greasy, starchy, and 

unhealthy foods,” chef Anthony says. “These foods sell, 

but the public at large is paying the price. We must 

keep health at the forefront and a healthy diet is one 

of the main contributors to this.”

Visit Brussels Sprouts’ Facebook and Instagram 

page. Alternatively, opt to enjoy fresh, healthy meals 

at the Brussels Sprouts eatery, located in the A. L. 

Thompson’s building, George Town.

Brussels 
Sprouts

Photos by Janet Jarchow

Majestic Mealz are a relative newcomer to Cayman’s 

foodie scene, offering delicious hearty vegan lunches. 

The operation was started by a group of passionate 

vegans last year who are keen to show others that 

healthy meat-free food tastes delicious.

“We are a group of dogmatic vegans who wish 

to bring consciousness through our meals,” Javron 

Blackwood of Majestic Mealz says. “There are countless 

reasons for our actions, from seeking a healthier 

lifestyle to becoming more spiritually awakened.”

Javron  adds: “We only prepare vegan food simply 

because of how we feel inside and that it is immoral to 

take a life of a sentimental being, so we stand for what 

know and believe in.” 

All meals are made from scratch and include soups, 

salads, stews, sauces, wraps, pastas, and more. Popular 

dishes include Majestic Mealz’s signature Rasta Pasta, 

Majestic Mealz vegi burgers, and the spicy buffalo cauliflower wrap. To 

ensure customers can enjoy something different on a 

regular basis, the team at Majestic Mealz introduce at 

least two new dishes every week.  

Meals are advertised a week in advance on Majestic 

Mealz Facebook or Instagram page. Priced at $13, 

including delivery direct to your door, all meals are 

served in eco-friendly, biodegradable containers, 

ensuring they are not only kind to your body, but kind 

to the environment too. 

Additionally, Majestic Mealz offers a wide range of 

catering services and meal plans. They are also able to 

cater to those with specific dietary needs. 

Follow Majestic Mealz on Facebook and Instagram 

or call 917-1905 / 923-6103. 

Photos by Janet Jarchow
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Green2Go was started in 2014 by a small group of 

friends who wanted to help others live a healthy 

lifestyle by offering a convenient and easy way to pack 

their diet with nutrient rich leafy greens.

Since then, their vision and product line has grown 

to include offerings such as 100 percent cold-pressed 

juices, superfood shakes, full-fibre smoothies, cold 

brew coffee, and energy bites – vegan snacks packed 

full of healthy protein. 

“Green2Go was started by not having enough time 

to incorporate and cook leafy greens into my diet on a 

daily basis,” Nicholas Adendorff, Green2Go co-founder 

says. “So, I decided to build a range of smoothies to 

fulfill the need for my daily greens.”

All Green2Go’s products are made fresh daily and 

the company work with local farmers to source as 

much local produce as possible. 

Green2Go Nicholas says one of Green2Go’s most popular 

products is its original green smoothie, the product 

which kick-started the company on its road to success.

“Our green smoothie alone has so many testimonials 

from our clients showing real results from healing 

the body, clear skin, digestion, lowering cholesterol, 

lowering blood pressure, and weight loss. Basically, 

putting the body in a more optimal state,” Nicholas says. 

He adds: “All our products are focused on optimal 

health, to cover all the bases of nutrition needed daily. 

We would like to make healing the people of Cayman, 

a convenient and great tasting experience.” 

The company is subscription based, with clients 

choosing to receive products of their choice, three, 

four, or five times per week. Free delivery is available 

Monday through Saturday, to both homes and offices.

With nutritionally dense products that are delivered 

daily to your doorstep, there are simply no more 

excuses when it comes to your health. 

Visit green2go.ky 

The range includes dishes such as macaroni and 

cheese, seafood pie, spaghetti Bolognese, beef lasagna, 

lamb tagine, coq au vin, Caribbean spiced pulled pork, 

and West Indian chicken curry. There are also several 

vegetarian and vegan options, including vegan coconut 

curry and vegetable lasagna. 

“With a range of dish sizes, side dishes and 

desserts, we anticipate our mix-and-match dinners 

being popular as customers can create different 

combinations depending on what they want, or who 

they’re feeding,” Sean explains. 

Where possible, ingredients are sourced from 

famers locally and overseas suppliers are carefully 

vetted to ensure that their values align with Boxed. In 

addition, all packaging is bio-degradable. 

Sean adds: “Our meals are for anyone looking for a 

convenient dining option that is healthy, cost-effective 

and, most importantly, delicious.”

Visit boxed.ky 

Boxed is a new initiative by the team behind Mise En 

Place, one of Cayman’s largest and longest-standing 

catering companies.

Boxed offers Cayman’s only freshly prepared range 

of healthy frozen meals, making it quick and easy to 

enjoy delicious homecooked fare with the flip of an 

oven switch. 

“We created Boxed because we appreciate that 

life can be busy, and so cooking great quality food at 

home is not always an option,” Sean Collins, managing 

director of Mise En Place says. “We also know that 

local consumers are conscious about the quality of 

the food they eat and where it comes from. And, like 

them, we want our food to be responsibly sourced and 

packaged. That’s why Boxed meals are cooked right 

here in Cayman by the same team that our Mise en 

Place catering clients know and trust.”

Boxed currently offers a range of 18 meals made 

from responsibly sourced ingredients. The meals are 

available from supermarkets island-wide. 

Boxed
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Founded by chef Kevin Grzybouski, Wholesome is 

dedicated to helping busy professionals make healthy 

choices by offering a range of services, including the 

Wholesome Lunch, healthy, tasty lunches delivered 

direct to offices.

Chef Kevin was inspired to set Wholesome up last 

year after he underwent a dramatic lifestyle change 

and decided he wanted to help others lead a healthier 

lifestyle too.

“Wholesome is a reflection of the beliefs and values 

that have created significant and positive change 

within my life,” Kevin says. “My time spent behind a 

desk allows me to understand the challenges, time 

constraints, and pressures of trying to keep pace with 

what’s happening around you and Wholesome was 

designed specifically to support professionals with 

living a healthier life.” 

Wholesome
Meals are made from quality ingredients, utilising 

local seasonal produce as much as possible. To ensure 

only the highest quality, just 20 meals are available 

each day.

“The menu changes daily and is always comprised 

of whole-fresh ingredients,” Kevin explains. “I employ a 

very clean and thoughtful approach to food preparation, 

limiting the use of oils and nothing is ever fried.” 

Kevin adds: “Every meal is perfect for those looking 

for a delicious and healthy option as well as those 

with a more specific approach such as plant-based, 

vegan, and vegetarian as I do not use dairy or any 

animal products in the kitchen.”

In addition to the popular lunch service, Wholesome 

also offers a meal service designed to feed up to four – 

the Wholesome Family Meal – in additional to private 

chef services and cooking classes. 

Visit wholesome.ky 

Not only should we be mindful of what we put into our 

bodies, we should also strive to be more attentive to the 

environment our bodies live in. Saucha offers exactly 

that: an opportunity for healthful and conscious living. 

Britta Bush, one of the co-founders of Saucha, has 

been working within the Cayman farming community 

since 2008. Through established relationships with 

farmers, wellness-minded community members, and 

Cayman’s thriving Slow Food scene, she says she was 

naturally connected to Saucha’s core customer base. 

“Creating a business around locally sourced, plant-

based ingredients was the next step,” Britta explains.

In 2013 she launched Saucha, which was at the 

time one of just a handful of meal delivery services 

available in Cayman.  

Saucha Britta explains that everyone can benefit from 

Saucha’s delicious offerings.

“Anyone who cares about their body and doesn’t 

have the time to source and prepare the types of 

meals we do, with the types of ingredients we select, 

will benefit from what Saucha offers,” she explains.  

Saucha hand-select ingredients from local farmers 

markets and then carefully cook each dish to ensure 

balanced meal compositions. Each meal is then 

packaged in materials that are low-impact on the 

environment. 

The menu changes weekly, based on the seasonal 

availability of ingredients, with their most popular 

meal being their hearty, flavour-packed tacos. 

Besides lunch meals delivered direct to customers, 

Saucha also offers vegan snacks and desserts, home-

brewed Kombucha, and even loaves of freshly made 

sourdough bread. Check out Britta’s latest venture, 

Conscious Café, located in the Art Nest Creative 

Community studio, opposite the Airport Post Office, 

George Town. 

Visit sauchaliving.com 

Photos by Janet Jarchow 
and Rebecca Davidson
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The solution? Stick to whole food products as much as 

possible. Load up on fresh fruits and vegetables, lean 

protein sources such as chicken, fish, and eggs, as well 

as good quality dairy, and healthy fat sources such as 

avocados, nuts, seeds, and olive oil. 

Focus on flavour
Healthy food doesn’t have to be boring or bland. In 

the Caribbean our food tends towards using Scotch 

bonnets, nutmeg, cloves, and jerk spice, but don’t be 

afraid to branch out and try herbs or spices from other 

cultures. Love Italian? Try oregano, basil, rosemary or 

thyme. Cilantro, lemon, and chilies are a great combo 

for Mexican-inspired dishes while cumin, coriander, 

turmeric, and ginger are often used in Indian cooking. 

I personally love the combination of fresh garlic, 

lemon, and parsley and will always drizzle some olive 

oil over vegetables when roasting them. Your cooking 

method will also bring a certain element of flavour, so 

instead of boiling or steaming everything, opt to roast, 

grill, or bake for added flavour.

Balance beautifully 
Consider what you dish up. Balance each meal by making 

sure you have most of your plate filled with vegetables, a 

side of lean protein, a handful of whole grains or starchy 

vegetables, and a drizzle of healthy fats. 

Choose homemade meals rather than opting for 

a takeout. If you work a job that requires you to sit 

most of the day, balance it out by taking a walk in the 

evening. If you know you are going to have dessert, 

balance it out by choosing a lighter meal. If you’ve 

made healthy choices most days of the week, don’t 

feel guilty about that one night of indulgence. Health 

is incomplete without balance. 

When we shift our focus to the taste, quality, and 

source of our food something happens along the way. 

We begin to enjoy our meals more and we give up on 

the guilt. We make healthier choices without thinking 

twice about it, and we then discover what it means to 

truly live a healthy life.

Stellerie Noyons
Stellerie is a qualified dietitian and has called 

Cayman home for more than four years. 

Originally from South Africa, Stellerie has a 

passion for health and wellness. In her spare 

time, Stellerie loves to cosy up on the couch 

with a good book and a cup of tea.

So, here’s a thought. Ditch the diet 
mindset and consider your health without 
thinking about a number on the scale. In 
fact, get rid of the scale completely. Our 
days are peppered with messages from 
family, friends, and society that dieting is 
something that we simply must do. 

When did you last walk past freshly baked bread 

without thinking about how bad all those carbs are? 

We’ve lost the ability to see food for what it is and 

as a result our perception of health has been skewed. 

We restrict, we limit, and we allow ourselves certain 

foods only at certain times, whilst guilt lurks around 

the corner if one day doesn’t go exactly as planned. 

This cycle of on-a-diet and off-a-diet only repeats 

itself with limited success in the long-term. So, stop 

measuring your worth against a number on a scale. 

Lose the limitations and instead focus on the quality of 

the food rather than the quantity. Look at food for what 

it really is; a source of nourishment and an integral 

part of connection, community, and celebration. 

Source selectively
Before grabbing something off the shelf, take a 

moment to consider where that product comes from. 

With increased focus on the environment it is as 

important to choose products that are sustainably 

farmed and use little or no pesticides or hormones. 

This can be difficult when living on an island where 

most of our food products are imported, so take the 

guess work out of your weekly grocery trips and shop 

local. Browse the weekly farmers markets, visit fresh 

fish stands, and opt to pick your fruits, vegetables 

and even beef products from the local sections in the 

grocery stores. Not only does this support the local 

farming community it also ensures you are getting 

better quality, more flavourful, and fresher ingredients 

for your meals. 

Pick unpackaged
In the day and age of food processing, labels such 

as gluten-free or vegan do not automatically qualify 

as the healthier options. Processed products are 

guaranteed to have additional salt, sugar, and other 

preservatives added to them. 

IT’S TIME 
TO DITCH 
THE DIET 
MINDSET

By Stellerie Noyons
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Healthy
eats

For more recipes courtesy of Andrea Hill, 

visit andreahillnutrition.com

Looking for a tasty, healthy, and nutritious 
meal? Then look no further. Holistic 
nutritionist, Andrea Hill, shares some of 
her favourite recipes with Bounce for you 
to try at home. So, what are you waiting 
for?  Turn the page and get stuck in. 
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Ingredients
1/2 cup oat flour

2 rounded tablespoons almond flour

1 rounded tablespoon coconut flour

2 teaspoons baking powder

1/4 teaspoon salt

1 cup unsweetened coconut or almond milk, or regular 

organic milk if you prefer

2 tablespoons melted unsalted butter, coconut oil, or 

avocado oil

1 egg

1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract

Unsalted butter, coconut or avocado oil (for the skillet)

Directions
In a medium-sized mixing bowl combine all the 

ingredients with a whisk. If the batter is too thin, add 

an extra tablespoon of coconut flour.

Heat a non-stick skillet or a large stainless-steel pan 

over medium-heat and add a little butter or oil. Pour 

approximately a 1/4 cup of the batter into the skillet. 

Cook until the surface of the pancakes start to 

bubble, about 1-2 minutes. Then, flip carefully with a 

spatula and cook until brown on the underside, about 

1-2 minutes.

Transfer to a baking sheet or platter and cover 

loosely with aluminium foil. Pop into a heated oven to 

keep the pancakes warm until all are cooked.

Serve with your favourite toppings.

The team at Bounce can’t get 
enough of these amazingly 
delicious, good-for-you pancakes. 
This recipe uses a combination 
of oat flour, almond flour, and 
coconut flour, which won’t leave 
you feeling stuffed or bloated. 
Instead of syrup, try a little 
almond or sunflower seed butter 
spread, and serve with a handful 
of your favourite fresh fruits.

Top tip!
Breakfast is often a rushed event, so make 

a double batch of this recipe and freeze the 

individual pancakes between wax paper.

Gluten
free
pancakes
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Ingredients
Serves 6

2 tablespoons avocado or olive oil

1 large onion, diced

2 teaspoons curry powder

2 cloves garlic, minced

1 cup vegetable stock

2 cans chickpeas drained and rinsed

1 can coconut milk

1 tablespoon honey

1 tablespoon hot sauce (more if you like extra heat)

Fresh cilantro and lemon wedge for garnish

Salt and pepper to season

Directions
Heat the oil in a medium skillet over medium-low heat. 

Add the onions, season with salt and pepper, and cook 

until the onions are soft and starting to turn golden.

Sprinkle in the curry powder and garlic and stir, 

cooking for another minute or so.

Pour in the vegetable stock and stir. Add the coconut 

milk, honey, and a dash of hot sauce. 

Bring to a boil, add the chickpeas, reduce the heat, 

and simmer for 10 minutes. Garnish with cilantro 

leaves and serve with a bowl of freshly made Basmati 

rice and lemon wedges.

Bursting with flavour, this 
deliciously satisfying dish can be 
made in less than 20 minutes. 
Even better, this recipe works 
perfectly if you like to prep your 
meals in advance, or batch-cook. 
Simply pop into the freezer 
and defrost when you need a 
satisfying meal to chow down on. 

Top tip!
Boost the nutritional value 

by adding extra vegetables, 

such as cauliflower, kale, or 

red peppers. 

Coconut 
chickpea 
curry
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Ingredients
2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil

1 pound carrots, peeled and diced

1 large onion, chopped

4 cloves garlic, minced

1 pinch fresh ginger

1 tablespoon curry powder

1 teaspoon sea salt

1 cup dry red lentils

4 cups low-sodium vegetable stock

2 tablespoons tomato paste

Directions
Heat the olive oil in a large saucepan over a medium-

heat. Add the carrots, onion, garlic, and ginger. Cook 

until the vegetables soften.

Next, stir in the curry powder and sea salt, and cook 

for a few more minutes. Add the lentils, vegetable 

broth, and tomato paste, mixing well.

Bring to a gentle boil, reduce the heat, and then 

simmer covered for approximately 30 minutes, or until 

the lentils are cooked. Remove from the heat and serve.

Soups offer a great way to pack in 
lots of nutrition. Not only does this 
soup taste amazing, it’s also easy to 
make. Whip up a batch and serve 
with freshly baked homemade 
bread for a satisfying meal.   

Top tip!
For an extra boost of 

nutrition add baby spinach 

or chopped kale.

Lentil 
carrot 
soup
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Cayman gained a new Queen last year, 
Miss Cayman Islands Universe 2018 Caitlin 
Tyson. Originally from Bodden Town, 
stunning Caitlin described the moment she 
was crowned as a dream come true.

The 24-year-old competed against six other 
contestants to win the coveted crown, 
garnering a $70,000 scholarship, along with 
a host of other prizes.

Fresh from competing in the Miss Universe 
pageant, held in Bangkok, Thailand, Bounce 
editor, Joanna Lewis, convinced Caitlin to take 
a few moments out from her busy schedule to 
chat about all things Miss Cayman. 

CaymanBEING MISS

Interview by Joanna Lewis
Photos by Janet Jarchow

Styling by Activ Angels and Sand Angels
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What new things have you learned about being 
Miss Cayman? 
“Being Miss Cayman is a very serious role and comes 

with a great deal of responsibility. Being a role model 

is not a position to be taken for granted. Young women 

are watching and looking up to me. I miss just being 

in jeans, with no makeup on and just going to the 

grocery store with no thought of who I might run into. 

However, I count my blessings daily. I am extremely 

thankful because not everyone gets the honour of 

being Cayman’s National Queen and representing the 

Cayman Islands on the international stage. Being Miss 

Cayman is also a lot less glamourous than I thought 

because being beautiful and flawless everyday takes a 

lot of work and time.” 

What are some of your top beauty tips? 
“Cleanse your skin, moisturise, eat fresh food, exercise 

and stay active, get enough sleep, don’t smoke, and 

drink alcohol in moderation. If you take care of your 

body, it will take care of you.”

So, how do you stay looking so great all the time? 
“First by thanking God for good genes and being born 

from beautiful people. And, of course, good make-up 

and hair products. I do a weekly mask for my skin 

and my hair. I take very good care of my skin and my 

hair because if you love it and honour it, somehow it 

continues to reward you.”

What is your daily fitness routine?  
“I usually start-off my day with meditation and yoga. 

I find that when the day begins with gratitude and 

a great outlook, I can seize the day and deal with 

whatever comes my way. Stretching, proper breathing, 

strength training, and some cardio in various forms is 

also central to my fitness regime.”

Caitlin wears:
Ruffle wrap dress by Feather & Find

Pink pareo by Cocktail Pareo

All items available at Sand Angels, Camana Bay

I usually start-off my 
day with mediation and 
yoga. I find that when 
the day begins with 

gratitude and a great 
outlook, I can seize 

the day and deal with 
whatever comes my way.

“

”

Caitlin wears: 
Sports bra by Varley 

Jennifer Lopez X Leggings by Niyama Sol

All items available at Activ Angels, Camana Bay

How has your reign as Miss Cayman been so far?  
“Busy, fabulous, exciting, and awesome! I am an actress 

and entertainer, so I love being busy. However, the 

busyness of the role has also allowed me to appreciate 

those rare moments of doing nothing.” 

What have some of your highlights been as 
Miss Cayman so far?  
“Working with the seniors and the Alzheimer’s 

and Dementia Association, a fantastic non-profit 

organisation that gives back to and raises the voices 

of those individuals suffering with this disease. What 

a noble effort to honour those that paved the way for 

us in a time when they now need us most. Attending 

some of the fancy galas, gracing the covers of our local 

magazines, and seeing myself everywhere. Visiting the 

schools and working with the young people who need 

positive role models. And so much more. Let’s just say 

there have been a lot of highlights.”
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How do you hope to inspire others as Miss 
Cayman?
“I am a huge advocate for self-love and self-care. As a 

young black woman, I was not taught by society that 

what I was born with was beautiful, even growing up 

in such a melting pot of different cultures. I thank God 

for my parents who made me feel as if a queen had 

been born to them. I walked with my head held high 

because of this. It also helped me combat the world’s 

view of my kind of beauty. As I’ve grown to recognise 

my worth and embrace my natural beauty and that 

which makes me who I am I have committed myself 

to empowering those around me to do the same. I also 

encourage parents to take this role of ensuring that 

their children know their worth from early on very 

seriously because it really sets the stage for how we 

see ourselves.”

Finally, what’s next for you after Miss Cayman? 
“First, I will take a much-needed nap because I’m 

exhausted. Take a vacation with my family and my 

boyfriend because we all deserve the break. And then 

I will get an agent and go back to my life as a working 

actress and model on the grind every day waiting for 

that great role. I may return to New York or Chicago to 

do some theatre work, or I might go to California or 

Atlanta because of the great film opportunities there. 

Who knows where the wind will blow me or where I 

will land. The world is my oyster, so I will just continue 

looking until I find my pearl.”

Caitlin wears:
Constellation beach caftan by Tory Burch

Bikini top by Melissa Odabash

Vegan leather and glass plastic Hermes-inspired 

beach bag by De-Vesi

Inside bag: Leather flip flops by Malvados and 

large round beach towel by Luli Fama

All items available at Sand Angels, Camana Bay

“Being Miss Cayman is 
a very serious role and 
comes with a great deal 

of responsibility.”

“

”

What are your top tips for others wishing to 
get or stay in shape?  
“Getting or staying in shape is as much a mind-set as 

it is diet and exercise. What you put into your body 

is so important. Feed your body well with the proper 

nutrients and treat it well with positive thinking and 

behaviour. I love fresh food, vegetables, and fruit. I also 

am an avid juicer to detox my body a few times a year. 

However, I do believe moderation is key. I believe in 

striking a balance so as I can still enjoy some of my 

guilty pleasures such as chocolate.” 

How do you relax after a long day? 
“Treating myself to a soothing mask or wrapped in my 

blanket curled up on the couch binging on Netflix with 

a nice salad.”

For others thinking of entering the next 
pageant, what advice would you give them?  
“Get prepared for the ride of your life. The competition 

is fierce, and your mind, body, and heart need to be 

ready. Take some time to do that, don’t just go into 

it head first. You must also prepare. Invest in a great 

coach to cover aspects such as speaking, runway, poise, 

and image.” 

Caitlin wears:
Bikini top and ikat patterned skirt 

by Melissa Odabash

Seagrass tote bag with pom poms 

and leather tassel by Flora Bella

All items available at Sand Angels, 

Camana Bay
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Pantone’s Colour of the Year selection 

process requires thoughtful consideration 

and trend analysis. To arrive at the selection each 

year, Pantone’s colour experts at the Pantone Color 

Institute comb the world looking for new colour 

influences. This can include the entertainment industry 

and films in production, travelling art collections and 

new artists, fashion, all areas of design, popular travel 

destinations, as well as new lifestyles, playstyles, and 

socio-economic conditions. Influences may also stem 

from new technologies, materials, textures, and effects 

that impact colour, relevant social media platforms, 

and even up-coming sporting events that capture 

worldwide attention. 

“Colour enhances and influences 

the way we experience life,” says 

Laurie Pressman, vice president of 

the Pantone Color Institute. “As a 

shade that affirms life through 

a dual role of energising and 

nourishing, Pantone 16-1546 

Living Coral reinforces how 

colours can embody our 

collective experience and 

reflect what is taking place 

in our global culture at a 

moment in time.”

Here’s how to incorporate 
this gorgeous hue into your 
day-to-day life.

In fashion and accessories
Living Coral inspires experimentation and playful 

expression in both men’s and women’s street and 

runway styles. The warm shade suggests comfort 

and positivity in simple colour stories, but 

becomes more explorative and effervescent in 

patterns, textures, and even monochrome looks. 

An appealing accent shade, Living Coral provides 

a striking contrast across the colour spectrum.

In beauty
As a life-affirming hue that complements all 

skin tones, Living Coral brings natural colour to 

beauty in blush, eye, and lip. Uninhibited, playful 

looks are also emboldened by Living Coral, 

which, as the centre of a kaleidoscope of colour, 

encourages experimentation in beauty with 

palettes, textures, shimmers, and sheens. 

In interior décor and furnishings
When used as a bold statement in settings and 

décor, Living Coral fosters immersive experiences 

such as pop-up installations and interactive 

spaces, tied to a playful spirit. As a colour linked 

to tactility and human connection, 

Living Coral in shag 

rugs, cozy blankets, and 

lush upholsteries create 

a warm, comforting, and 

nurturing feeling in the 

home. With its ebullient 

nature, Living Coral adds 

a dramatic pop of colour to 

any room setting whether in 

decorative accessories, table 

tops, or on the wall. 

Pantone’s deliciously orange and pink-tinted hue, Living 

Coral, is sweeping across the fashion and design world.  

Living Coral, this year’s Colour of the Year, is an 

animating and life-affirming shade of orange with a 

gorgeous golden undertone. Otherwise known by its 

official Pantone code 16-1546, Living Coral is vibrant, 

yet mellow at the same time, and couldn’t be more 

perfect for our tropical way of life.

Living Coral replaces last year’s Colour of the Year, 

Ultra Violet, a deep purple hue, which many would 

argue was a more difficult colour to incorporate into 

day-to-day lives. 

According to Pantone, Living Coral, was chosen in 

reaction to the onslaught of digital technology in our 

daily lives. The colour represents the fusion of modern 

life and aims to enable connection and intimacy. 

Add some pep 
to your life with 
LIVING CORAL
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Beautiful designs cover 
unsightly fuse boxes 
While wellness is about healthy living, the aesthetics of your 

home can also influence overall physical and mental harmony.

To that end, an artistically inclined entrepreneur in the 

Cayman Islands has created one-of-a-kind coverings for 

household fuse boxes, featuring beautiful interior design 

with a savvy safety slant.

Available in a variety of striking colours and patterns, 

the covers are decorative but functional. They camouflage 

unsightly fuse boxes while allowing them to open as normal.

The concept for the covers arose when Lindsay Thompson, 

who started the business Fuse-In Designs in 2017, became 

aware of the need for this type of stylish accessory when she 

relocated to Grand Cayman around six years ago.

“Where I’m from in Canada, electrical panels are situated, 

for the most part, out of sight in the basement,” she says. 

“Upon moving here, I began to notice that the fuse boxes 

were situated in plain sight, typically immediately upon 

walking into a residence. 

“When we purchased our home, I was excited to finally buy 

one of ‘those things’ that covers the panel, as I just assumed 

it was something that existed.”

But following a quick internet search, Lindsay was amazed to 

find that no such covers were available to purchase.

Fusing 
safety 
and 
style

Photos by Janet Jarchow
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Lindsay offers complimentary on-island design 

consultations as well as personal delivery and 

installation of the panels, which are all made locally. 

Panels can also be shipped all over the world and, in 

the near future, she plans to make the covers available 

in local shops in addition to her current on-line store.

“To think that a spark of an idea that I had is now 

out there in the world, and it’s something that other 

people like and want in their homes, is truly just mind-

blowing,” she says. “I am looking forward to working 

with several property developers on-island who will 

be including Fuse-In Designs coverings as a fixture in 

their pre-construction packages.” 

Other plans include a DIY decal version of the 

magnetic coverings, which will allow individuals to 

pretty-up not only their electrical panels, but their light 

switches and electrical outlets too.

Lindsay, who is a former teacher and is now also a 

freelance writer, had no business experience before 

setting up Fuse-In-Designs. 

“It’s been a huge learning curve for me, given I’ve 

never invented anything before,” she says.

“I’ve always had a true appreciation for those with 

artistic ability, and a secret envy of interior designers 

with their keen sense of just knowing what works and 

looks fantastic in a space. I never in a million years 

thought I would one day be working right alongside 

them.”

As to Lindsay’s favourite design, it depends on 

her mood.

“Some days are just filled with loads of fantastic 

energy, and I’ve got a big personality ‘on’, so I notice that 

I’m more attracted to the bigger and brighter designs 

and more apt to feature one of those on my website or 

social media pages,” she says. “Other days are a bit more 

low-key and seem to call for the more conservative 

designs. Regardless of the day or my mood, there is 

something special about each design that makes me 

smile each time I look at it.” 

Visit fuse-indesigns.com for more details

Lindsay offers 

complimentary 

on-island design 

consultations as 

well as personal 

delivery and 

installation of the 

panels, which are 

all made locally.

“Of course, others have come up with cheeky ways 

to hide the panels; behind crafty DIY wood frames and 

the typical mirror or piece of artwork, but nothing that 

actually met fire code,” she says. 

Lindsay then consulted with patent lawyers to 

check this was the case, before filing for trademarks 

and patents for panel-covers that she designed. She 

also made prototypes and measured just about every 

electrical panel she came across, to begin creating a 

database of model numbers.

“And so, my desire for something decorative that fit 

perfectly on the panel itself, allowing one to open and 

close it, came into existence,” she says.

The covers she makes are comprised of two separate 

magnetic parts, with the larger square piece making up 

the outside frame of the electrical panel. The inner 

piece, a square with a small opening for the handle, 

covers the door. 

Lindsay currently offers approximately 100 designs, 

some of which have a tropical, island theme and 

colours, while others are neutral and suitable for any 

type of space or décor.

There are also 25 customisable frames, which can 

be created to serve as a whiteboard, or to contain 

personal quotes. 

“The options are literally endless, limited only by 

one’s imagination,” she says. “I’m able to create anything 

someone would like, making use of personal photos or 

business logos, or I can design the panels to match the 

paint colour.”
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Bounce magazine and luxury cosmetics and skincare 

boutique Le Visage have partnered to offer one lucky 

reader an amazing beauty package. The prize includes 

a skincare and makeup consultation with Sharron 

Eyers, founder and owner of Le Visage, as well as a 

personalised hand-picked selection of recommended 

beauty treats. 

Now located in a new spacious boutique along 

The Paseo at Camana Bay, Le Visage is a must-visit 

destination for beauty lovers. Renowned for its expansive 

selection of exclusive brands, advanced skincare 

products, and devoted customer service, Le Visage has 

everything you need to put your best face forward.

Le Visage offers some of the most luxurious beauty 

brands on the market, including Elemis, Cane+Austin, 

Murad, Coola, James Read, Stila, Kevyn Aucoin, Sara 

Happ, Beauty Blender, Velour Lashes, and Penhaligon’s 

of London, to name just a few. 

HOW TO ENTER
To be in with a chance of winning this fabulous prize, 

simply visit bounce.ky/win, or enter your details in the 

prize drop box located at Le Visage, Camana Bay.

WIN
Beauty and 

skincare treats 
from Le Visage, 

valued at 
$1,000

THE PRIZE
A one-one-one personalised 

skincare and makeup 

consultation and up to 

$800 worth of hand-picked 

recommended skincare and 

makeup products

For the competition’s terms and conditions, please visit bounce.ky/win. 
Closing date for entries is Wednesday, July 31 at midnight.

Le Visage
To find out more about Le Visage and all 

the wonderful beauty treats they offer 

follow their Facebook and Instagram 

page, call them on 946-2332, or email 

sharron@levisageboutique.com. 

Opening hours are Monday to Saturday, 

10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Image courtesy of Rhian Campbell, Camana Bay Times




